Absolute Pitch Acquisition as Memory System with Its' Musical Executive Function from Cognitive Neuropsychological Perspective
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ABSTRACT - Absolute (perfect) pitch is defined as the ability to identify and categorize a musical pitch - tone frequency by its name in the musical equal temperament tuning system without an external reference tone. The article presents absolute pitch process as long-term working semantic musical memory with musical executive function included in musical practical activity, with the description of similarities between music and language structure in music cognitive neuropsychology studies’ evidence, as a background for cognitive neuropsychological possibilities of its generally available development. The article describes methodological assumptions’ content of empirically developed aural behavioral psychological memory training method ‘absolute pitch ecological practical activity’ (APEA) for childhood and youth age, based on working memory span, aural cognitive learning ability in music education and performance activity, in cognitive music neuropsychology field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Absolute pitch (AP) in scientific literature is identified as cognitive music ability (i.e. skill) or process (i.e. function), concerning the musical sound (i.e. extracted from musical instruments or human voice with its’ overtone structure and accurate timbre). The AP definition in music psychology studies’ methodology [10, 18, 30, 40, 63, 64, 107, 145, 174, 198, 214, 216, 248, 288, 292, 311] is described as:

1. A rare ability of categorical perception of isolated music pitch tone frequency of accurate timbre and of equal tempered tuning system, with 12 chromatic semitones as chromas of octave’s musical unit, with overtones’ structure of each pitch frequency - i.e. in height’ components with fundamental frequencies on related algorithm tuning sounding [128], where tone height is a function of auditory scene analysis, with tone chroma described as an ‘information stream’ [312]. Whereas timbre [5, 288] is the quality characteristic of the sound of a specific music instrument or voice, that is defined as an attribute that enables us to distinguish sounds of the same duration, volume, pitch and location in space, especially to distinguish musical instruments that play the same pitch frequency note.

2. With its rapid spontaneous response (i.e. AP passive form) of double naming identification:

2.1. Of pitch height’s class (i.e. pitch-semitone-label from 12 literal name-labels’ system) with its spatial variety (i.e. chroma from 10 octave number or name - labels) identification, with AP errors defined by Revesz [243] and Bachem [10,11], that are classified according to two established pitch dimensions: tone height and tone chroma. The height is a sensation of natural pitch corresponding to linear frequency changes (e.g. from low to high), whereas the chroma refers to an octave circularity inherent in named musical pitch classes within each octave. Chroma change is specifically represented anterior to the primary auditory cortex, whereas height change is specifically represented posterior to the primary auditory cortex [312].

2.2. Or additional production (i.e. AP active form) of kinesthetic vocal vs. music instrumental reproduction of perceived pitch frequency, also the aural reproduction from its note-name form visual perception). Identification process in the AP passive form concerns additionally the variant of tonality’s tonic key identification (i.e. of functional harmony classical tonality system), where the same semitones have different a harmonic function of accurate tonality (i.e. key).

3. Without using any reference tone (i.e. without relative comparative estimation with an external pattern, what is presented in relative pitch perception of musical tones, as the ability to name one pitch when given the name of another [146], i.e. the ability to identify the standard tonal intervals [274], without the possibility to recognize exact pitch frequency). 4.On the basis of musical pitch labeling (i.e. long-term pitch memory with language phoneme systems).
The article presents reliable basic scientific empiric evidence, methodological backgrounds statement, and developmental resources of AP acquisition as the cognitive musical process on the basis of memory and language with its neuropsychological organization, and as the applied executive functional statement in musical performance activity by voice or musical instrument at middle childhood or youth period - i.e. after the critical period for AP development in early childhood conception, i.e. until age 7th [47, 145, 173, 198, 240, 268, 269, 288, 306, 309], with the method of AP acquisition during learn-ability duration designed for population oriented on constant musical performance activity with its education, in cognitive music neuropsychology field.

The music facture might be organized into the single-line structure (i.e. monophonic) or multi-lines structures (i.e. homophonic vs. polyphonic) - it imposes conditions of music’s listening, learning and performance, where ‘clear’ AP is used only for the perception of single music pitch (i.e. only in the one-voice melody). Whereas co-sound has imposed sounds (i.e. intervals of 2 and chords of > 2 simultaneous sounds), what is called harmonic structure including relational hearing and analysis of perceived musical pitch-frequencies. In this logical knowledge analysis the method of AP testing by the key description (i.e. tonality label of musical piece with homophonic vs. polyphonic facture) is belonged firstly to relative pitch and then to absolute hearing the single components of co-sounds, thus form of AP is ‘mixed’ or ‘complex’ with relative pitch processing, presented structurally in scheme 1.

**Scheme 1. Structural forms of AP use and diagnosis.**

![Scheme 1](image)

AP processing has bilateral brain specialization, where tone height is analyzed in right hemisphere auditory areas, while pitch class is analyzed in left auditory areas [131], what has independent empirical evidence in brain’s white and gray matter data of neuropsychological studies. So neuropsychological resources of AP acquisition concern the psychological training for inter-hemispheric connectivity optimization with its’ work balance improvement in the implementation of cognitive behavioral tasks on the basis of memory and language learning mechanisms, on the principle of controlled production and performance of ‘stimulus - reaction’ activity in human’s behavior. Cognitive neuroscience is delivering the diagnostic and neuro-rehabilitation methods, that might be also effective in using it for neuropsychological training for healthy people for improving their cognitive functioning or developing specialized complex cognitive abilities, especially as the executive functions, while the limitations of the AP research conditions described below creates gaps for a deeper analysis of the overall AP nature.

Primary historical scientific description of AP in literature belonged at the end of 19th century to Stumpf Tonpsychologie [278], with written in music psychology literature the researchers’ conclusion about absence of fully understanding the cognitive mechanisms for the AP phenotype [73, 152, 235, 261, 288] with no agreed level at which an individual is considered to be with an AP (i.e. possessor) [21] including its experience-dependent effect, which is a result of musical training and altered acoustic environment. Most of the AP researches with scientific evidence concerning musical material: 1. With narrow octave range (mostly middle octaves). 2. With sound of pure tone, piano tone (with diagnostic scale - system of white and black keys’ musical pitch, with labeling in the ‘do-system’ [287]), synthesized piano tone and voice. 3. With single studies for other musical timbres. 4. With absence of researches for whole pitch frequencies’ scale of many musical instruments’ timbre especially in duration of AP acquiring by people in middle childhood and youth period (as the most critical key period in developmental psychology for the conscious motivated decision of music education completing for its constant musical performance practice in the future for art and gainful activity). Additional absence of diagnostic tests and training methods for AP acquisition with the standards of psychological tests and trainings applied for music psychology duration determines pragmatic production of solutions in this range with the adaptation of only scientific knowledge for access to this ability investment, without the possibility of modeling other psychological technologies in this field.
Most music psychology studies with empirical evidences explains the etiology of AP ability through early-learning theory, with the critical period of its acquisition in earlier childhood until the age 7th [47, 145, 173, 198, 240, 268, 269, 288, 306], while there is no study known in which an adult acquired AP through memory training and reached the same proficiency, in terms of accuracy, speed, and effortlessness, as children in earlier childhood with AP presence [288]. At the same time in behavioral sciences’ evidence anyone holds the potential to acquire AP under necessary and sufficient training conditions.

Independently there is no clear definition of accurate musical experience or proper behavioral musical training method needed for AP acquisition [18, 30, 108, 109, 173, 288, 309, 322] with the type of musical training most effective for AP development yet unidentified [324], with the evidences of specializes strategies used to encode musical pitches except for note-naming, such as notation and memorizing fingering positions on music instrument or body position on vocal organization. Primary Abraham [1] noted, that most musical experience is not conducive to the AP development. This statement was expanded by Levitin and Zatorre [174], that AP is long-term pitch memory [329] and the early musical training is not necessary for the acquisition of AP, because general musical training enhances the ability of relative pitch, whereas only the training to relate a particular auditory stimulus consistently to a certain category would train the AP ability. Latterly in single unique Ross [249] research of AP after the critical age period there is concluded, that it is possible for people to develop AP with musical training starting after the critical period, or even with little musical training at all. Additionally for proficiency measurement of AP development aspect Burns, Hulse, Takeuchi and Ward [288, 311] studies are noted about the absence of a standard method for the behavioral diagnosis of AP proficiency statement, while researchers have usually developed fresh experimental materials and scoring criteria for immediate application to their studies, what wasn’t adopted for general population’s psychological diagnostic procedures. That lack of consistency across studies decreases additionally the reliability of progress in the characterization of this ability impeded by non-equal comparisons between different data sets and contributing a great variability of results.

Additionally the universal nature of AP ability has been noted initially by Watt in 1917 [313], presented later by Harris [119] in 1926 that AP can be developed by memorizing tones’ physical positions on the instruments, and by Oakes [206] in 1951 with the note, that anyone can develop AP under the “right” but alas unknown circumstances. Next Ward [309] conclusion noted in 1999 for absence the evidence for the learning theory of AP ability unless some technique for AP acquisition is developed that will succeed with everyone. Around of this time Levitin [2, 168, 170] suggested in 1994, that AP is not a result of ‘more highly developed perceptual mechanisms’ but an issue of memory and linguistic coding, where it is not developed as a result of a lack of musical training and exposure, with the evidence from 1970 of Brady [37] as the first adult achieved AP after months of practice. Baharloo et. al. [19] posted in 2000, that AP can be train in any person, what was confirmed additionally in 2003 in Schellenberg [258] and Trehub [299] research, that pitch memory is a common ability and offers implicit support of a universal potential for AP, as musical skill involving the association of musical sounds with specific verbal labels. Later Sakakibara [251] AP research study noted in 2014, that AP is an ability that can be acquired through intentional training, although there is the absence of evidence of successful AP development for adults through direct training method for that ability.

Methodological research of AP nature realized by Deutsch [63, 65] in 2013 revealed description of AP genesis for its acquisition possibility. This ability was originally a linguistic ability that has been recruited for musical purposes, it has innate resources can be acquired at any time through intensive practice, and most people do have the potential to acquire it during learning process with the access to simultaneous note names presentations with exposed pitches, as a required condition of its realization. While Miyazaki, K., and Ogawa, Y. [198] earlier research in 2006 noted, that most children are able to name all 12 semitone - pitch - labels in the same manner as adults with around age 7th or later (i.e. after to critical period of the early-learning theory of AP acquisition). It doesn’t include the indispensability of musical notation learning in the case to complete the structural linguistic components of named labels presented in music notation schemes, especially in the case of the same tone – labels of different octave space (i.e. chroma’s type), what may delay the age period for AP acquisition readiness. Additionally skill acquisition theory, as an alternative to critical period of early-learning theory, support the evidences for AP as an auditory skill that is developed by both short-term and long-term memory [18, 69], where people are able to develop AP ability through explicit perceptual training at any age, so also at post-critical period, what has important implications for understanding the nature of AP processing. Also fresh Hedger et. al [301] study in 2018 of training AP in adults revealed, that adult AP acquisition is possible with learning that remains stable months after explicit training has ended, with the note in the abstract, that accurate perceptual training can lead AP acquisition in some adults, that is indistinguishable to form up AP at childhood period on the behavioral level [82].
These scientific conditions of AP studies described above prompted to look for the AP scientific evidence through the neuroscience data of AP brain organization processing and to cognitive musical psychological methodological studies for AP as memory process. It came to the backgrounds for the empirical developed methodological solution of AP acquisition directed for the targeted population with its ergonomic and pragmatic importance in the scientific range of developing the musical brain and the human’s cognitive functions resources during cognitive neuro-psychological training without cultural limitations. From the cognitive - neuropsychological perspective AP as a memory system with its executive function is an example and evidence of how the interaction of a specific type of training and environmental experience can shape this specialized cognitive musical skill on the basis of income biological and psychological resources.

2. ABSOLUTE PITCH AS MEMORY SYSTEM

AP as complex process is conditioned by complex cognitive functions, such as memory, language and thinking. For memory process classification it concerns working memory and long-term memory in time-memory varieties, which of specifications are described below according to AP nature. Memory for time limitations processing is divided into sensorial (e.g. echoic, iconic), working, short-term and long-term type. Memory for material content might be extracted such as semantic (e.g. categorical knowledge), music (matter’s material) or associative memory. Memory system refers to completed structural functioning of cognitive processing beginning from perceptual level, during semantic work-out of input information and knowledge, with completing at the executive automatic level. AP concerns working memory, associative memory and long-term memory that are described below. AP might be conceptualized in direction of the memory system as complex ability [22, 30] or musical auditory skill [124] with the note categorization performance strengthened depending on short-term and long-term memory resources, that continually influence AP performance. The frequency of regular hearing the accurate timbres, pitch classes of octaves determine the speed and accuracy of AP note identification based on specific auditory experiences [22, 196], with the possibility of AP improvement during active musical instrument playing [72, 314].

Working memory refers to a brain system that provides temporary storage and manipulation of the information necessary for complex cognitive tasks [13], is included learning, comprehension and reasoning [14]. This complex system contains the following stages [15]: encoding (i.e. registration of information), storage (i.e. maintenance of information over time, for aural receptor it concerns phonological store and articulatory rehearsal processing with two independent systems for verbal and tonal material stimuli [61, 253] with manipulation of information, and retrieval (i.e. recall or recognition). Recall and decoding of information is dependent on the hippocampal formation including the entorhinal, perirhinal and parahippocampal gyrus [39, 71, 78], where the hippocampus is inhibited during the recall of remote memories [87, 221] and tonal information [39, 71, 81, 220], involved in storing information [83, 252, 282], in the formation of relational representations, in the recall of semantic information, in encoding, recall and recognition of associative memory [27, 77, 191].

Conditional associative memory is applied in the establishment of a long-term representation for the pitch of a musical note and its pairing with a conventional name, where fundamental frequencies of a relatively large number of notes are able to be recognized form long term memory traces, i.e. representations of pitches with semitone resolution. Conditional association between an auditory stimulus and an arbitrary label happens during naming a note. The conditional associative pairing of a stimulus dimension to a label and the retrieval of this information is a universal ability which is applied specifically in the case of AP processing. This high-resolution category formation in the auditory domain is the principal feature of the AP ability.

Working memory is a basic mechanism for executive functions (where AP belongs), which is necessary for processes like attentional control, sequential planning, implementation and monitoring of intermediate results, and therefore essential for complex cognitive tasks, like language comprehension, reasoning and learning. Whereas learning and memory are defined as the abilities for acquiring new information and retain it over time [98], what can be modified and changed by the experience and by the environment [153, 192, 244], what definition is correctly described the AP ability features. It is important predictor of perceptual category learning [175] as important part of categorical perception and identification of AP units [274] during its explicit training [303]. It play a role in the process underlying musical pitch-frequency recognition, as an executive attention system to maintain and manipulate information during cognitive processing goal [16, 54]. It can be improved through training [199] and is engaged in higher-level problem solving and abstract reasoning skills. It is a structural content of fluid intelligence [151] with included: 1. Aural pitch reproduction of forward and backward (n-back) tasks with empiric evidence of possibility of learning AP categories by adults [302]. 2. Forming up effortlessly identified pitch notes’ representations, with taking into account that AP training might enhance auditory digit span [67].
Working memory in auditory recognition, as listening effort, is relate to comprehension processing [247], where lower aural musical experience may increase listening mistakes through less precise presentations of music labeling and competing for pitch, respectively, increasing the reliance on working memory for sufficient categorization of perceptually challenging notes, with dynamic character of AP skill. Incoming signal is generally mismatched from human’s internal representation [247], and auditory trace may be held in working memory with increasing the demands, i.e. improve memory capacity [7, 205], during comparing the incoming auditory signal with internal musical pitch note representations for behavioral backward interpretation, including timbre differences [305]. So in AP training listeners direct attention to pitches in a formal musical system, which kind of listening experience is directly related to the skill of identifying pitch notes from their sounds, with AP conceptualization as kind of ‘second language’ [68] where executive control of attention is engaged in a switching process between music pitch and speech (pitch labeling) representations.

Working memory is synonymous with attention process at the methodological level, so might be described by attention’s features, such as distractors. The attention studies, investigating the influence of irrelevant noise on task performance, revealed evidence about task-irrelevant distractors can improve performance, where performance-enhancing effects can be due to modulation of attentional focus through induced by the distractors with the improvement of mild acoustic distraction [75, 207]. The performance improvement occurs as a result of the arousing nature of noise because optimum levels of arousal have been shown to enhance performance [38]. The distractors enhance attentional performance under certain conditions, as for example aural noise presence before the purposeful stimulus for estimation in AP acquisition method (APEPA), thereby improving task performance during enhancing effort allocation and implementation of attentional-control strategies [85] and enhances subsequent attentional performance [140, 224]. So the preliminary preceding stimulus information enhances task-relevant processing even when it is in direct competition with task-relevant stimulus [281].

The attentional system is more activated and engaged when a stimulus is about to appear, even when it is clear that this stimulus is distracting, since people not only do not inhibit distractors prior to their presentation but, in fact, allocate more attentional resources when expecting distractors [180]. In ‘programming memory’ duration attentional distractors determine the resistance of the memory trace and reduced susceptibility to forgetting information in time mode after each training session, and enhance the features of focus, alertness, selectivity and focusing in extracting information from persistent memory (i.e. long-term working semantic musical memory). Rakowski and Morawska-Bungeler [239] study revealed that humans can hold pitches in short-term memory for periods as long as 5 minutes, what is the methodological background for initial requirements of AP training for the repeated presentation of accurate semitone unit with its chromas.

Long-term working memory for AP content, described in detail below, processing includes the internal template of pitch-labels activated during the analysis of perceived pitch-tones with its’ independent identification of accurate location-space in the music-note system and in vocal or music-instrument. Studies of working memory for music pitch information provide compelling evidence that music perception and music memory involve cognitive process, that are relatively independent of those related to other auditory stimuli and might be influenced by training [9, 219, 259], that improves the efficiency and accuracy with which pitch information is encoded into, and recalled from both working and long-term memory.

Long-term working memory is Ericsson and Kintsch [84] memory model, as integration of cognition and expertise, extended from Chase and Ericsson’s [45] skilled memory model, is covering and unifies empirical data from several domains that are normally treated separately with including expert behavior. It was introduced to explain the evidence suggested an expanded capacity in working memory that allows people (especially experts in the accurate area), to process and work with a great deal more information than it should be possible in usual, in case of that working memory capacity may get an additional boost from long term memory. So this unexpectedly big amount of actively held information may be evidence of the use of long-term memory to keep relevant information readily available and accessible to working memory. And with sufficient experience in a given domain, knowledge structures that support performance are formed up and developed in long term memory. These knowledge structures support high-speed information retrieval, where retrieval is so rapid that information seems to be held continuously in working memory when it’s actually moving between working and long term memory. Information that is active in working memory might induce a retrieval cue and structure during activating the interconnected knowledge that is readily available for use in that memory level. It concerns two encoding processes allow rapid storage into long-term memory - through the elaboration of knowledge-based associations connecting items with each other or with long-term memory patterns and schemas, and through the retrieval structures.
Here people, as experts in various specializations of the memory content, can encode information into long-term memory quite rapidly. Although patterns and schemas can also encode new information quite quickly independently of the use of the retrieval structure, so through knowledge-based associations between items, patterns and schemas. It’s the opposite proposal to Baddeley Hitch [12, 17] working memory model, which emphasize its transitory storage capacity, while here it belongs to stable storage. Methodological assumptions with empiric development conclude that cognitive processes are conditioning a sequence of stable states representing ‘end products’ of processing, where developed and acquired memory skills allow these ‘end products’ to be stored in long-term memory and kept directly accessible by means of retrieval cues belonged to working memory, as a part of short-term memory storage. The memory task is constrained of which encoding mechanism will be employed - through retrieval structures or through long-term memory elaborations. Retrieval structures are: 1. A set of retrieval cues organized in a stable structure, developed in experts’ domain of specialization through practice and study. 2. Not sufficient alone and need to be completed or supplemented by the elaboration of previously stored semantic memory. The elaboration facilitates and increases the encoding of information by providing redundant cues. An articulatory loop from the working memory model stores up to three pieces of information. A common working memory span concern 3 - 4 elements [50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 84]. Patterns and schemas consist of chunks, that formed up the hierarchical structure of higher levels. The encoding into the retrieval structure is modulated by a stimulus’ parameter of information. For AP processing it concerns the components of its’ executive function nature, with retrieval structures based on written, aural, kinesthetic form with its internal cooperation during music performance programming activity. AP perception of accurate musical pitches makes an influence on the programming behavior for learning music performance, especially at the level of internal hearing during working with musical notes’ text.

The limitation of proposed memory model was noted by Gobet [100] in case of the concept of retrieval structure not well specified to allow sufficiently precise empirical predictions, what might what may be grounded in the variety of information’s matter for its searching in memory, with yet studied this model enough widely. However, Guida et al. [112] neuroimaging research of an expertise acquisition was revealed with founded consistent evidence across studies of brain region activation patterns in novice learning and expert performance that were indicative of experts’ use of long term memory in working memory tasks. So it supports the evidence for long-term working memory existence with the role of long term memory knowledge structures in extending working memory capacity, where a domain-specific development of long-term working memory can overcome differences in working memory capacity.

AP by Levitin definition [171] is a cognitive ability that relies on highly developed coding perceptual self-referring mechanism, as an internalized pitch-template, that links verbal labels with representations of categorical perceptual pitch-frequencies input - i.e. an ability to ‘label the tone’ [274], during possessing internal template and to mapping pitch-tone to a verbal label [168, 173] by long-term working memory mechanism [117, 118, 130]. Scientific evidence obtained about AP nature confirms, that auditory perception of pitch in people with and without AP is the same, i.e. without the difference [11, 42, 169], where the internal map is the empirical and functional evidence of long-term memory mechanisms formation and is absent during relative hearing processing. So AP is not an unusual ability in the domain of pitch perception, since it is mainly a skill in labeling as a form of long-term memory - i.e. access of tone names directly from internal template with classified categorization behavior that involving self-reference. So it’s the memory’s cognitive processes based on the perceptual and attentional resources with an ability of linguistic coding, what is the evidence of language structure in AP ability. Therefore, AP training is the pitch naming training that develops the pitch memory, it concerns recognition memory during hearing a pitch tone with placing it in a context included in specific label presented in the internal template (i.e. long-term semantic music memory map of pitch labels). It might be crucial to learn to associate musical note names with certain pitches to develop AP with possessing stable and precise internal-pitch template [174, 288, 306] for the automatic naming of pitches [135, 197, 320] conditioned by left planum temporale activation [329], including long-term potentiation [35]. It is a learned ability to mentally class sounds into remembered categories, that is linked to one’s exposure to music and might be lost without the constant training and using [2]. The successful labeling of a pitch requires an association between a pitch stimulus and a conventional name - label (pitch class name). If a mnemonic representation of a note is not established and durable, there will not be a targeted link for a pitch - label. The probability of accessing the aural acoustical environment that facilitates the AP development is most often in musicians [20], with retaining the information in long-term memory to which can be mapped a series of labels, instrument keys. AP ability is required exceptionally stable and accurate internal pitch representations [291], where musical - pitch memory is formed up from previously presented pitch information with attention engagement. Pitch memory and pitch labeling are connected when a listener can assign a note-name to the pitch-frequency that hear, with the possibility to possess stable internal pitch memory with the knowledge of the name-labels to describe pitch information [122, 168].
Levitin [168] developed empirical two-component theory of AP involved two separate aural semantic abilities - pitch memory defined as ‘the ability to maintain stable, long-term representations of specific pitches in memory and to access them when required’ belonged to memory system, and pitch labeling defined as ‘the ability to attach meaningful labels to specific pitches’ belonged to language system and bound up with accurate timbre of voice or music instrument [173] formation in memory scheme qualitative features. Here different musical timbre contributes separate memory schemes with taking into account neuronal presentations of kinesthetic executive function processing, although they belong to the same music matter (i.e. on the basis of equal tempered tuning system) with biological resources for transforming memory scheme from one acoustical timbre environment to another, with requirements of stable frequent musical activity in both timbres at the same time (e.g. playing violin and viola). With including the bilateral organization of AP processing, the lack of ‘interhemispheric cooperation’ in the labeling of tones might prevent the AP acquisition. Since empirical evidence of a large proportion of people who develop the pitch memory but never acquired pitch labeling was observed in verification studies of that theory. This finding of memory for AP content supports independently the Massaro [182] view from Gestalt psychology direction, that memory is the product or residue of the brain process, where an auditory input produces a perceptual auditory image that contains the information in the auditory stimulus, persists beyond the stimulus presentation and preserves its acoustical information.

From the general long-term memory perspective people with AP ability have apparently internalized their pitch references and are evidently able to maintain stable representations of the pitch in long term memory [173]. Empirical studies provide evidence that people without the pitch-labeling abilities still do have long-term auditory memory resources for AP processing [62, 168, 258], therefore musical pitches notes may be learned if they are consistently presented with verbal labels [189]. So music listeners who have not learned to associate note names with specific pitches will not exhibit signs of AP [305]. Additionally researchers developed assumptions of following AP mechanisms, that completed each other and confirmed independently Levitin statement of AP matter: 1. Categorical perception processing of pitch information [238, 273]; 2. Association of the pitch - tones with its’ verbal labels [273]; 3. Use of multiple coding strategies [324]; 4. Assumption of internal templates of tones, which is associated with differences in neural processes during working memory tasks for tonal material [116, 154, 329]. Totally, AP ability requires memory for specific pitch frequency (right-hemisphere processing function) and verbal label (left-hemisphere processing function) of the musical note’s representation of accurate musical pitch, with the interaction between linguistic and non-linguistic information in memory for auditory stimuli [173, 322], therefore it’s a bilateral ability of long term memory and linguistic coding [169].

AP processing from the moment when a note impinges upon the ear until to the moment of identification, a number of cognitive processes are engaged. The pitch must be separated and selected from the stimulus, then compared and matched to a stable and accurate mnemonic representation with sufficiently similar features, after what the association between the representation for this note and the possible response type must be retrieved, with that knowledge needed to be transformed into the appropriate response. Therefore, the external pitch height must be compared to a pitch class representation in memory. This makes the establishment of long-term working memory for that ability, where separate types of memory are activated in AP processing, such as long-term memory for the representation of the note (i.e. linguistic memory), conditional associative memory for the mapping of each note to a label, motor act or other response, and working memory which participates in the routing of the retrieved information toward areas which will transform it into an overt manifestation, with taking into account that pitch class identification and octave identification are different processes [288]. The structural analysis of music and linguistic components activated in AP processing is presented in scheme 2, with determining the intelligence type to which they have belonged.

AP as a memory system, is forming upon the basic and special components of intelligence, including music intelligence content. Although musical memory is the part of musical intelligence in Gardner concept [93, 94, 95, 96, 97] and is presented in several theories of musical abilities [59, 66, 266, 315], it is the basic ability classified only for aural perception (e.g. Gordon musical audiation tests for pitch and rhythm components [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107]), where other sensory receptor processing of music matter’s material is described in the frame of special (professional) ability, what does not occur in psychological intelligence tests diagnosis. Thus AP diagnosis concerns general musical intelligence only in AP passive form (i.e. aural - written name - label identification of single musical pitch - tone aural perception). While special music knowledge, not educated in general common primary education but available only during additional specialized music education, is included systems of musical notation in musical clefs, musical pitch tone location in vocal or music instrument scale range, music harmony structures (intervals vs. chord with its classification labels), with its diagnostic measurement in the special music abilities direction.
Scheme 2. Structural analogies between language and music with intelligence’s type description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANGUAGE COMPONENTS</th>
<th>MUSIC COMPONENTS</th>
<th>INTELLIGENCE TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINGUISTIC INTELLIGENCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>MUSIC INTELLIGENCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>B – basic, S – specialized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonemes (aural)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>B / B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoneme’s sound aural perception</td>
<td>~ pitch-frequency aural perception</td>
<td>B / B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoneme sound = phoneme label</td>
<td>~ phome sound ≠ phoneme label</td>
<td>B / S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoneme sound equal with naming</td>
<td>musical-tone sound different from naming absolute pitch vocal or music instrument pitch scale - range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonemes’ aural reproduction possible</td>
<td>~ pitch-frequency aural reproduction limited</td>
<td>B / S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>letters-labels (visual)</td>
<td>~ letter semitone-labels</td>
<td>B / B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>literal notation</td>
<td>~ literal + musical note notation</td>
<td>B / B + S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>literal alphabet</td>
<td>literal (semitone) + music notation alphabet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double notation of aural phonemes</td>
<td>double notation of enharmonic labels</td>
<td>B / B + S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>words</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>B / B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aural and visual perception</td>
<td>aural, visual and kinesthetic perception</td>
<td>B / B + S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentences</td>
<td>~</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different structural meaning in words</td>
<td>different harmonic structure in melodies (i.e. key tonality)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total etiological analysis AP ability has flexible learnable nature, on the basis of relative pitch (especially for music harmonic facture, i.e. co-sound perception) with recourses to acquire it through use of memory and language learning - training methods, used commonly for native or foreign language learning and memory development, that should be transferred to musical pitch perception specifications and linguistic pitch label organization with taking into account the requirements of timbre acoustic environment availability for gaining experience through musical activity, what is accessible for accurate target population for its’ practical use. Scientific evidences of childhood neuropsychology in the direction of general interhemispheric functional dichotomies for memory processes [32, 101, 111, 157, 167, 220, 246, 267], presented in table 1, with a set of historical neuroscientific studies, are describing the biological conditions of hemispheric organization needed taking into account in neuropsychological training of AP acquisition, with respecting its’ continual activity at the executive musical performance level.

Table 1. General interhemispheric functional dichotomies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year of data</th>
<th>Left-hemisphere function processing</th>
<th>Right-hemisphere function processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weisenberg, Mak-Braid, 1935</td>
<td>aural-linguistic</td>
<td>visual-kinesthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milner 1958, Ecaen, Azuriazerra, 1963</td>
<td>linguistic-verbal</td>
<td>music pitch-nonverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korsakowa, Moskowicute, Simernickaja, 1979</td>
<td>reproduction</td>
<td>recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldberg, Costa, 1981</td>
<td>unimodal coding system one receptor processing</td>
<td>intermodal coding system multi receptor processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotenberg, Arshavsky, 1995</td>
<td>unambiguous one-meaning context</td>
<td>multivalued multi-meaning context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianki, 1985</td>
<td>inductive analysis processing abstraction cue’s perception consistent sequential processing</td>
<td>deductive synthesis processing concrete precise cue’s perception simultaneous processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griusser, Zelke, Cinda, 1995</td>
<td>naming and classification (semantic) temporal (rhythm) processing</td>
<td>space presentation and coordination (executive) spectral (pitch) processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leushina, Newskaja, Pawlowskaja, 1982</td>
<td>easy differentiating (very different) elements, global perception</td>
<td>hardly differentiating (very similar) elements, concrete detail perception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each selected dichotomy might be expressed in a different direction as a constant brain tendency for the form of information processing. The global scheme might determine the various profiles of human’s hemispheric predispositions for specific features of the memory function, that needed to be included during AP acquisition processing on the behavioral training level manifestations. Since they are the biological backgrounds of some possible mistakes’ formation, which should be reduced during accurate orientation in AP processing evaluation, as the part of correction training. All basic distinctions of a scheme of AP development in every individual human needed to connect neuropsychological and cognitive behavioral conditions for conscious controlled regulation of its’ acquisition with possible moderate the training content into efficiency of the biological - neuropsychological - behavioral level. The regular executive use of AP function on musical performance activity and on working with musical note text for ergonomic effective memorizing it alone in the primary level (just with notes) contribute to the consolidation of skills acquired through the auditory and memory exercises in the phase of translating them into the path of executive practice and behavioral implementation. Conscious management of own behavior and memory processes in the use of AP as an executive function is possible only while maintaining awareness, alertness and monitoring of own cognitive processes involved in musical performance. AP as a function is supporting and facilitating professional learning of music with the control of the musical repertoire and simultaneous optimization of cognitive functioning on the background of its’ brain bilateral organization.

3. ABSOLUTE PITCH AS AN EXECUTIVE FUNCTION OF APPLIED MUSIC PSYCHOLOGY DIRECTION WITH AN INTERNAL HEARING PROCESS

Analyzing the AP definition [10, 18, 30, 40, 63, 64, 107, 145, 174, 198, 214, 248, 288, 292, 311] presented in music psychology literature on the issue of secondary functions involved in this process, allowed to determine its structure as music executive function for applied musical performance presented in scheme 3. Executive function allows to plan and to perform current actions for a specific goal or task with the properties of changing the neuronal response depending on the situation, context, with selective attention directed to specific targeted incentives in the condition of stimulation [74]. Basic cognitive processes, such as attention control, cognitive inhibition, working memory and cognitive flexibility, determine basic executive functions, while complex cognitive processes, such as planning and reasoning with problem-solving, that are part of flowing intelligence, cause complex executive functions [48, 70]. An executive function [176, 204, 236] as psychological process: 1. Belongs to the flexibility and focus of behavior, planning and regulation of conscious actions of an executive nature. 2. Covers scheduling, working memory, changing settings, and braking behavior. 3. Is conditioning systematic and targeted activity against the background of reflex, automatized actions. 4. Is involved in the organization and integration of basic mental processes. Executive function includes goal setting [270], planning with errors’ correction [271], flexible change of cognitive attitudes with anticipation [279], braking and inhibitory control [280], allocation of resources for selection and control of attention [178] with regulation and directionality of working memory [90], maintaining activity and suppressing the influence of interfering impacts [235]. These processes determine the organizational role of behavior and participate in a targeted behavioral act. And the very purposefulness of behavior implies the presence of its initiation to prepare up to regulation and execution.

AP, as an executive function, is included the internal hearing, what is reading or deciphering the symbolic graphics characters in the form of musical writing (i.e. musical notation) in a specific musical key, with the activation of impressions of musical sounds for a specific timbre of a musical instrument, in their mutual temporal relation, expressed by rhythmic notation meaning. Each graphic character has the function of a strictly musical pitch frequency, i.e. of AP, which plays the role of specific letters to the analogy of the word, with a different and flexible context of harmonic and rhythmic meaning in music. It is synonymous with multitude of meanings for functions of identical letters in different words. In the musical language there is no term and no occurrence of a relative pitch frequency, which is attributed to the variation of relative hearing to the properties of the auditory music perception and of musical heights, as a subordinate function in relation to the structure of the music’s matter. While absolute hearing is located etiologically in the structural level of the musical language. This etiological difference in the context of musical linguistics determines the structural differences in the processing of musical language in the brain with the absolute hearing and relative hearing systems presented in scheme 4. Relative hearing activates the functions of relational evaluation (i.e. interval calculation) between particular musical pitch frequencies, with the lack of their presentation, as independent autonomous units at the stage of brain organization of the music pitch frequency perception. It includes one or pair of output pitch frequencies in semantic memory (i.e. permanent) - which determine the identification of all other musical pitch frequencies in the interval relation. It performs superior function over the system of musical pitch frequencies, access to which is possible only through one or several permanently known pitch frequencies to a specific person. It excludes the possibility of organizing musical pitch frequencies’ representations as independent and autonomous units of the auditory-letter meaning on the example of language phonemes, sounds and letters.
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Relative hearing creates the conditions for prolonged identification of musical pitch frequency. It enforces the activation of thinking (absorbing time resources) and comparative analysis of the sounds’ relational ion.

Identification of the name’s label of musical pitch frequency is followed by way of analyzing the new notation (left-hemispheric process) without direct activation of its sound (right-hemispheric process), which is identified by the relative way to the output pitch frequency in the relationship based on interval thinking. Totally hierarchical processing of relative hearing is opposite to simultaneous processing of absolute hearing. Sakakibara [251] research in 2014 about AP acquisition, on the basis of Eguchi CIM method (scheme 1) with harmonic hearing engaged, i.e. activated relative pitch processing during developing the AP mechanisms, was found to consist of the following selective AP processes: using height strategy (i.e. pitch memory of semitone labels), using chroma strategy (i.e. memory of qualitative pitch variants of selected semitone label), confusing height (semitone) and chroma (octave register) - i.e. concurrent global overall vs. partly narrow processing, identifying pitch accurately depending on both height and chroma. This evidence is a clear manifestation of AP analysis components activated during executive function processing of its acquisition.
The nature of internal hearing is described by Oskina and Parnes [210] as the ability:
1. To represent music in the mind, to hear and experience it inwardly without really performing and listening to it.
2. To play music from memory in the musical notes’ reading process or during its’ composing. Its structural components are mental representations of separate musical sounds and co-sounds, one-voice and multi-voice melodies. It allows imaging the structure of a musical piece. It can be classified according to the memory’s types: basic sensorial (e.g. aural, visual, motor) and complex (e.g. aural-visual, aural-kinesthetic).

The quality of internal hearing is influenced by three factors:
1. Conditional and unconditional pitch-sound trace reflexes, which influence on the content, form and quality of internal auditory representations. The indicators of this factor are described by the:
1.1. Speed of auditory reactions.
1.2. Degree of the adequacy of the representation of pitch-sound relations to the real sounding of a musical piece with the strength of their preservation.
1.3. Arbitrariness of the reflexes’ inclusion. It might be developed during trace skills of sounds’ presentation.
2. The content of musical piece’s representations with the coordination of its elements, what might be developed during sensitivity of sounds’ coordination on the basis of musical material’s internal representation.
3. The volume of musical piece’s representations formed up by representations of a musical work is formed by musical memory processes (e.g. memorizing and preservation of musical information from musical notes’ text) and depended on pitch-sound trace reflexes, developed by musical material capacity’s increase.

Totally, the internal hearing is based on auditory perception, musical memory, conditioned and unconditional brain reflex activity. It might be developed on the basis of the perception of real music’s sounding. In professional musical activity it determines the efficiency of reading musical notes from a sheet, memorizing - learning process, quality of music perception’s processing and self-control on musical piece’s performance. In AP processing it concerns internal processing of silence musical notes’ text written perception with memorizing it and preparing initial programming of kinesthetic activity for future practice on vocal or musical instrument performance.

4. RELATION BETWEEN SPEECH AND MUSIC IN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY ORGANIZATION FOR ABSOLUTE PITCH ACQUISITION

Relation between speech and music are conditioned by its common brain resources and quite near mechanisms for processing the aural information. Language and music are described as characteristics of the human species [121], that have common origins [93]. This is supported by the similarities between the syntactic systems by which music and language are processed in the brain, they are both human universals in which hierarchically structured sequences are organized according to syntactic rules [155]. The overlap between language and music in the brain suggests links in processing and perception [26], so also the link between language and AP.
Functional brain asymmetry for relation between speech and music, in studies of EEG auditory cortex sensory responses for language [162, 275, 319] and music [123, 193] processing, observed already in infants [60, 221] revealed the functional specialized dominance of: 1. Left planum temporale for speech sound processing, that is presented already in infancy, and human brain is asymmetrically organized for the processing of speech sound long before the child begins to speak with availability to understand when others are speaking [60]. 2. Auditory cortex in the left hemisphere [139] for speech processing of consonant-vowel syllables (left planum temporale) with diminishing during background noise existence in spoken words [316]; 3. Right hemisphere [31, 293] with its anterior part for musical pitch and timbre information processing [8, 142, 187, 195, 254, 256] and attentional control [127], with similarities of music perception and music imagination in brain activation and neural mechanism [328]; 4. Left hemisphere activity as a relatively high-frequency filter, while right hemisphere activity as a relatively low-frequency filter, in accordance of double filtering by frequency of information processing revealed by Ivry and Robertson [136]. 5. Lateral portion of Heschl’s areas lying anteriorly and posteriorly to it along the superior temporal gyrus, with strongly implication in the extraction of pitch and spectral processing of complex auditory sounds founded in speech and music [110, 138, 141, 147, 195, 263, 330].

Additionally musical-linguistic researches got evidence about the role of bilaterally frontal operculum (Brodmann area 44) [327], superior temporal gyrus [177, 255, 321, 325] and interaction between frontal and temporal cortices for working memory of pitch and music-syntactic processing. These structures are also involved in language processing with evidences in auditory [25, 34, 200, 230, 262, 326] and visual [144, 186, 272] stimuli studies, also for sentences comprehension process [88, 89, 194]. The parallel between language and music is due to regarding the development and use of category-based auditory perception, where acoustically variable stimulus are “abstracted” into a framework of stable mental categories. Research on development of the sensitivity structure in music shows that perception of categories within the octave and the time in which it is manifest (6-12 months) -parallels the acquisition of phonemic categories in language [156]. The formation of these categories is conditioned by exposure and reflects infants’ remarkable abilities for keeping track of statistical and distributional cues in the stimulus [184]. In spite of some neuropsychological researches’ note about the existence of distinct, domain-specific representations for linguistic and musical syntax [215, 217] - the evidences from linguistic syntactic processing and musical harmonic processing suggests that, in both modalities, the process of bringing long-term, domain-specific knowledge into working memory is carried out by the same neural resources. It is described by Balari and Lorenzo [23] as the network, that can be characterized as a natural system of computation, based in the distinction between basal ganglia and cortical component, where Broca’s area would thus be implied in these linguistic and musical sequencing operations as part of the cortical circuit providing the memory system. The neurological network devoted to music [9] exist within the human brain and make human innately predisposed to musicality the same way as human is predisposed to language learning, although the level of sophistication and awareness of these abilities differ between people [137].

Principally the processing of pitch and phonemes shares similar brain areas [126, 165], and language with music share common neurological process [172], so the same neuronal network processes musical pitch and linguistic information. Therefore as well as musical experience might implicitly train the language network, as a mechanism of linguistic alphabet phonemes forming up might be applied for musical pitch phonemes learnability in AP function. Additionally music training might improve the auditory processing (as pitch discrimination, pitch memory and rapid spectro-temporal processing) [223, 294] and language - literacy skills (as verbal memory and fluency, prosody perception, pitch processing in speech, phonological awareness, reading) [6, 24, 44, 133, 209, 277]. Since income resources of music and speech processing are intimately forming up from prenatal and infancy period [295, 300] and musical elements pave the way to linguistic capacities earlier than phonetic elements [213], where musical elements of speech play a crucial role for the language acquisition [86, 148] and music (as language) has syntactic and semantic dimension especially for pitch processing. Also pitch describes the high - low sounds and is involved in the interpretation of meaning in speech [218].

Mechanisms of language and AP acquisition processing concerns common structural components of its semantic content. Each language uses a unique set of around 40 distinct phonemes, as groups of non-identical sounds (i.e. phonetic units), that change the meaning of a word. The human is learning that phonemic categories before trying to acquire words depend on these elementary units [160]. The normal timeline for perceptual speech development takes first year of life [161], with processes of: discrimination of phonetic contrasts of all languages during first half age, statistical learning of distributional frequencies and language-specific perception for vowels around 6th month, statistical learning of transitional probabilities with detection of typical stress pattern in words around 8th month, recognition of language-specific sound combinations around 9th month, with phoneme perception declined in foreign-language and increased in native-language around 11th month, first words produced at 1st age.
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Humans are able to extract regularities from an acoustic sequence such as speech from a very early stage of development. Infants are born with a pre-developed sensitivity to the prosodic aspects of language, this sensitivity seems to serve as guidance in the process of learning the fine-grained distinctions in the acoustic patterns of language [190, 203, 242]. Infants at birth are able to hear the differences between phonetic contrasts in any natural language [158, 159] what is additional evidence of their aural sensitivity for perception of musical elements with different timbre [222]. They show categorical perception and are especially sensitive to acoustic changes at the phonetic boundaries between categories, including those they have never heard [78, 79], with availability of discrimination of all phonetic units used in languages. Infant perception is constrained, they show heightened sensitivity to those that are important for language. The general human auditory perceptual abilities provided basic selection that influenced the choice of sound included in the phonetic repertoire [158, 159]. During infants’ phoneme formation processing, they analyze the frequency distribution of sounds they hear in ambient language, as an external aural environment, and that this alters perception. This is conditioned by statistical learning early in development, where infants’ ability to pick up the patterns of natural variation in language assists early phonetic learning, and they learn merely by being exposed to the right kind of auditory information [184, 250]. In musical pitch matter this natural variation is quite difficult and disrupted by repeated pitch-height components, which have sound character quite similar as applied by the overtones of primary fundamental frequency. So there is needed a special sensitivity training for improving the aural sharpness differentiation of musical tone (especially in perfect consonance relation). Also the access to that aural environment of accurate musical timbre is limited by the impossibility to produce that sound spontaneously by human (except limited pitch-height in the human’s voice scale - range). The process of reproducing the phonemes by human has an analogy in musical timbre for musical pitch-heights reproduction on accurate musical instrument that required access and availability of widely using the instrument (i.e. possibility of reproducing all accessed instrument’s pitch-heights). That means the importance of firstly learning producing all pitch-heights accessible to voice or accurate musical instrument, after which they come to be available as aural environment content during communing with them regularly. It is the conditioned limitation of aural training in AP acquisition methodology, until the aces to external musical timbre sound environment is not widely accessible for human.

The alphabet [49, 58] is the standard set of letters (i.e. written symbols as graphemes represented both vowels and consonants) of the phonemes (as basic significant sounds) represented and applied in accurate spoken language, that are used to write in the language. It is available and learnable for every healthy brain as a memory resource. According to AP musical - linguistic content nature, it might depend on a specialized network of mnemonic and perceptual systems when identifying notes [3, 36, 57, 114, 115, 135, 163, 166, 211, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 276, 329]. It is included: 1. The parietal and posterior dorsolateral frontal cortices, involved in the retrieval and manipulation of verbal - tonal associations. 2. The left posterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex responsible for conditional associative memory in associative transformation of pitch-frequency to pitch note-name - i.e. the association of tones and their naming labels). 3. Music and speech processing - as the aural perceptual sensitivity for discrimination of musical pitch frequencies (i.e. a pitch height as a pitch audition) and phonemic sounds of alphabet’s letters (i.e. spoken language system) with its learn-ability maturity for written form of sounded matter in early childhood (what is accessed for different biological ages in foreign language learning) [207]. These are the basic primary biological genetic income (i.e. inborn) resources for auditory perception of external sound stimulus, with its further memory organization (i.e. long-term semantic mental map representation) in the case of constantly use on everyday cognitive activity. All other aspects and conditions of AP acquisition are placed in external environmental resources and mental experience with music’s matter. The mature AP learnable resources are included income primary ability for both aural musical pitch perception (of accurate musical timbre of constant aural experience during practical musical activity) and visual perception of its written letter symbol presentation with its spatial location in musical notation knowledge system.

The primary structural functional differences between linguistic literal alphabet and AP alphabet are: 1. Double name-label in enharmonic meaning for 5 of 12 semitones, what doesn’t exist in aural phoneme presentation, although is observed in written language (i.e. 2 literal symbols of accurate sounded phoneme). 2. Name-label structure, which has the 12th mathematical system (instead of the decimal system) in case of 12 semitones in each octave unit (as decimal unit) with repeated letter (chroma variants) of different qualitative timbre pitch height units (octave spaces) belonged to one name-label semitone unit. 3. Mathematical algorithm tuning between musical pitch heights in case of the equal tempered tuning system order remaining in consonance - dissonance relation, which is absent for linguistic phonemes as almost unique sounds unavailable to organize all of them into ordered scale. 4. Spatial order of musical language structure organization into single sounds (i.e. unison) and harmonic sounds (i.e.co-sounds or choral vocal matter) that are absent in language order in case of impossibility to understand the ‘simultaneously imposed speech’ of different people. 5. Double notation system by literal and musical-notes schemes (with different clefs, i.e. C, F, G,) what doesn’t exist in language notation.
Semantic long-term musical memory for AP content is moderately stable and accurate among both musicians and non-musicians in substantial evidences [79], include an internal music pitch template - map for semantic [125, 241, 242] and recognition processing [171, 173, 308, 309] during pitch frequency identification, coded by the auditory system [33], stored in hippocampus [282, 290] with para-hippocampal gyrus engaged in memory encoding [27, 132, 304] and verbal experiences recalling [307], used during internal pitch processing by reading the music note text [134], with the right-lateralized brain structures sub-serving pitch-based learning process [179]. Musical tones are processing in the brain with tonotopy principle [26, 289, 323].

The tonotopy [149, 156, 164, 264, 298, 312] is the spatial arrangement of where sounds of different frequency are processed in the brain, based on physiological rules in the auditory system. It begins in the cochlea, i.e. receptor organ of hearing as the structure in the inner ear that sends information about sound to the brain. The sound-sensitive portion of the cochlea is vibrated at different sinusoidal frequencies due to variations in thickness and width along the length of the basilar membrane located in the Corti organ, so nerve fibers forming the auditory nerve transmit information from different regions of the basilar membrane and encode frequency tonotopically. This tonotopy projects through the auditory nerve to the primary auditory cortex (Heschl's gyrus) via the auditory radiation pathway. Throughout this radiation, the tonotopy organization is supported and repeatedly presented at different levels of the auditory system including cortical areas. Different frequencies of sound are represented in particular regions of the primary auditory cortex. Neurons at one end of the primary auditory cortex respond best to low frequencies, while neurons at another end of the auditory cortex respond best to high frequencies (i.e. such frequency map is the tonotopy map). Signals from low pitch sound project into the anterolateral aspect of Heschl’s gyrus, while signals from high pitch sound project deeply into the lateral fissure (which houses Heschl's gyrus). Primary auditory cortex is organized with tonotopy principle (i.e. spatial representation of a stimulus), where neighboring cells in the cortex respond to accurate spatial frequencies, with identification of the fundamental elements of music including pitch. Tonotopy principle determines the memory of chromas’ pitch variants. Primary and secondary auditory cortices are involved in the extraction of acoustic properties, namely of pitch height, pitch chroma, timbre, intensity, and roughness, where secondary auditory cortex, i.e. belt area, plays an important role in sound localization and analysis of complex sounds: in particular for specific human language. It also has a role in auditory memory, since the belt region helps to integrate hearing with other sensory systems.

Additionally different auditory processing of dissonance and consonance sounds of intervals’ structures needed to be included in AP acquisition, as the background of pitch sound perception of equal tempered tuning system. Harmonic relationships of pitch tones in intervals are represented in the temporal discharge patterns of auditory nerve fibers, with revealed scientific evidence of impairments in consonance perception following auditory cortex lesions, as a result of pitch perception deficits [297]. Consonant intervals evoke auditory nerve fiber activity with responses contains strong representations of harmonically related pitches implied by the interval in addition to the pitches of notes actually present in the interval, while dissonant intervals evoke auditory nerve fiber activity that does not contain strong representations of constituent notes [296].

People process musical pitch tones in the same way as speech sounds and assign them to particular categories, what is defined as the categorical perception of tones. Therefore people with AP ability: 1. Without musical labels’ knowledge (at very early childhood) might process the notes later on and associate them with memory information about musical pitch frequencies. 2. With musical labels’ knowledge (at later childhood) might categorize the note already at a very early stage of sound processing. So the AP acquisition is different for these childhood age conditions, with including the different musical pitch spatial processing in case of aural frequencies’ tonotopic organization. It is available and accessible by biological resources of brain plasticity during musical memory training activity. The brain plasticity is a consequence of synaptic plasticity and an ability to adapt to the environment or to be shaped by experience and underlie learning, what include mind-training [41], where neural correlates are changed after the training of WM processes, such as AP acquisition processing. Intensive learning abilities in musicians playing different instruments with engaging the memory processes, is accompanied by the ability of plastic reorganization, indicating ‘meta-plasticity’ in musicians - i.e. anatomical and functional cerebral differences changes as a result of musical training [4, 80, 202, 213, 235]. Thus, a very specific environment seems to lead to very specific changes in the brain. Practicing and performing music entails increased somatosensory and auditory input [211, 212, 237, 244], with providing the brain plasticity state [201, 260]. Including the necessity of initial learning the musical notation, with genetic predisposition of musical pitch audition presence (i.e. with the absence of this condition in amusia state) - the nature of AP acquisition, as cognitive musical executive function based on bilateral brain organization, is coming more accessible for human, but useful only for population with constant musical activity.
5. METHODOLOGICAL CONCLUSION

AP as the process of labeling the pitch-frequencies - concern semantic cognitive processes, including intentional attentional perception, working memory processing of perceived aural stimulus with engaging linguistic semantic memory of labeling map. It is formed up by long-term working memory processing based on semantic knowledge of pitch - labeling with its presentation in musical notation (analogous to language notation) and vocal or music instrumental location as semantic presentation of aural sounding, visual written and kinesthetic manual space receptor forms. The manifestations of this process in different perceptual level and pragmatic use are conditioned its music executive function, with conscious programming behavior in contact and dealing with the music as semantic matter in case its mathematical structure in pitch organization in equal-tempered tuning system of pitch frequencies. Most scientific researches about AP evidence belongs to an early-learning theory with a critical period in early childhood (until age 7th for acquiring this function by methods working in younger human development period [47, 145, 173, 198, 240, 268, 269, 288, 306, 309]. It describes the conditions of Asian educational system (from 4th age with a keyboard lesson in public school), with improving better predisposing for memory of white keys in case of started learning on the diatonic scale C major (i.e. with white keys’ firstly activation in playing). Researches behind Asian culture, as for AP improvement in adults or people older from 7th age, belongs to very rare evidence without replication in other countries, in case of statement of this function as non-required obligatory even in music professional population. Independent evidence of an early-learning theory of acquiring the AP brings importance of significant difference in nature of AP of adults and children older than 7th, what is not yet discovered enough without presence of generally available methods or principles for acquiring and developing this function latterly.

The nature of AP as memory system based on linguistic labeling coding, i.e. pitch alphabet acoustical phonemes of musical language system, with the practical kinesthetic presentation in pitch-space of voice or music instrumental scale-range (what is not presented in language alphabet systems), is conditioned by access to this ability for professional musicians (during study or work) in musical practical activity (professional or amateur) with instrumental or vocal performance processing on everyday life style. The musical pitch labeling process is analogous to label the linguistic phonemes of original or foreign language alphabet, with difference of access to this musical matter. Since linguistic units might be reproduced by every human, while musical pitch units might be excavated often only by limited human voice scale-range, and very rarely by the musical instruments except the piano as most popular. Including official practical scientific evidence of cognitive learning ability for mastering the foreign language (even with different symbolic alphabet system) by humans with different age period, especially older adults after 50th, based on long-term memory system with active using it in everyday existence - the musical pitch language processing in specific timbre of voice or of musical instrument in the population of with constant musical activity can be acquired on the same memory mechanisms as it concern any foreign language with specific alphabet - phonemes’ system. The process of losing acquired foreign language in the case of stopping using it on everyday activity, conditioned by memory mechanisms and forgetting function, is the same analogous for AP ability in condition of not use it on everyday vocal or musical instrument practicing. This nature has an opposite property to an early-learning theory for AP acquiring in the case of its more often or accessible learning and forgetting, as the language alphabet system. AP for this duration, as helpful pragmatic function for musicians, seems to be accessible with its specifications of nature of musical interests’ development. It comes in a wide childhood age, even in the later period, including the fact of beginning period by studying playing on different musical instruments (e.g. brass or woodwind groups). Many countries offer music education system only from middle school or at the university level after maturity completion. Additional musical education on musical instruments in earlier age has other developmental function, where the maturity period for conscious choice the professional musical activity comes older than age 7th. Final crystallization of personal interests for art studies and art professions comes usually in late childhood or early youth. This period is also optimal for conscious motivated choice of studying the foreign language for professional use in work or other everyday activities.

Biological evidence of language phonemes formation process until 1st year brings the basis for possibilities of acoustical musical pitch formation process at the infancy level [203], including the fact that musical pitch frequencies belonged to the range space of the human hearing system. It is conditioned aural musical experience by perceptual listening or active dealing with the music by singing or playing the instruments at the game level. This is formed up the aural musical abilities, such as audition for music sound’s characteristics except the loudness (i.e. pitch, rhythm, timbre, harmony, agogic). Including the principles of aural musical abilities crystalized around age 9th, and of cognitive maturity for school learning in wide early childhood period for reading, writing and counting readiness - the minimal beginning period for acquiring AP as semantic memory process based on active practice with human voice or musical instrument comes certainly later, i.e. after the critical period described in the early-learning theory of AP development.
6. APEPA METHOD DESCRIPTION


APEPA method (authorship of M. Dymnikowa with psychology education in SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities in Warsaw, music education in F. Chopin Music University in Warsaw and N. A. Rimsky-Korsakov Conservatory in Saint-Petersburg, with scientific agreement of music psychologist prof. V. I. Petrushin with professional music education in P. I. Tchaikovsky Moscow State Conservatory) is the ‘absolute pitch ecological practical activity’ program course of AP as cognitive psychological musical executive function, for possibility to develop it during psychological musical training on basis of semantic music memory and during learning the musical - pitch alphabet as musical language matter for practical utility. The method has been worked out during musical memory area scientific study and scientific practical activity with obtaining a PhD degree in psychology, in the range of cognitive neuropsychology (neuroscience) of music, music psychology, cognitive psychology and psychological diagnosis with music psychometric disciplines. The method was prepared after 4 post-graduate psychological courses in the frame of cognitive psychology, psychology of creativity, practical psychological diagnosis and clinical neuropsychology with neuropsychological diagnosis. The method was verified empirically on children aged from 8 to 13, realizing the intensive musical education with daily musical instrument activity till 2-2.5 hours in circadian schedule, with shorter and longer time of method realization. Independently method was empirically developed for the psychometric organization of tasks analysis with psychometric AP test preparing during the additional acquired experience of music psychometric scientific stage at the music-therapy laboratory in Institute of Psychiatry and Neurology (Warsaw) for qualitative music-therapy test validation under the music-therapist dr. E. Galinska [91, 92] supervision.

For neuropsychological background AP function is related to an optimized categorical perception for the auditory-related cortex processing level [129, 135, 183, 185, 208, 265, 273, 317]. The AP nature has proven as a two-component model established empirically by Zatorre, Beckett, Levitine and Rogers [173, 322, 324], described by three cognitive mechanisms. One concern the perceptual categorical perception. Two additional are cognitive and concern memory types - pitch memory as explicit memory and pitch labeling as associative implicit memory with activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [28, 29, 208, 322, 329] and fiber bundle linking the posterior supra-temporal area [181]. With taking into account that pitch memory is common function [113, 168] the most constituted and distinctive cue trait AP concern pitch labeling as the mnemonic association between pitch - tones’ frequencies and its’ name – labels [82, 245]. Here neuronal oscillations with theta frequency range around 4 -7 HZ. are: 1. Closely linked and reflected for mnemonic functions [310]; 2. Identified as a marker of associative memory functions [43, 46, 56, 150, 257] in the form of theta phase alignment between left auditory-related cortex and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, as electrophysiological brain mechanisms supporting absolute hearing behavior. Thus AP processing is primarily memory system with included executive functions of its applied ecological - practical activity based on natural cognitive learning availability.

Ecological activity concerns natural influence on the human body with the mind, human health, and human resources of optimal functioning by circadian rhythm of daily existence. So it is devoid of stimulants, steroids, artificial stimulation and time-shifting training, including artificial cognitive intelligence technologies. It includes natural native learning and natural stimulation of cognitive condition in circadian speed by cognitive professional activity, what concerns constant daily musical instrumental (or vocal) activity in training the music material and performing it at the concert level for an external audience. The natural cognitive learning, occurring in many circadian duties, allows obtaining and developing an executive function for any special behavior action that might be kept and automatized in mind activity level, with its natural widespread availability. Hence, ecological practical activity with the use AP, as semantic music memory or a semantic musical pitch alphabet might exist with its widespread resources in the field of musical professional activity. It may be available to obtain for various people motivated to obtain this psychological - musical cognitive executive function. Since the biological resources for innate mind presentations of phoneme letters and music pitch sounds are forming up in the human brain at the pregnancy level, with its crystallization in the infancy level of auditory memory maturation processing. Practical activity concerns the circadian duties for stable execution, especially conditioned by professional skills and functional rules. It especially belongs to language using, as constant lively need for optimal life existence. Music professional activity is conditioned by perceptual kinesthetic and mental cognitive duties on circadian field. Therefore cognitive process of the alphabet using occurring in a matter of linguistic language and music pitch language provides brain instrumental activity for optimal daily existence. It concerns the same mechanisms of natural-instinctive and innate cognitive learning in different semantic matters, where musical pitch alphabet is obligatorily needed only for professional musical activity’s ergonomic optimization. The musical pitch alphabet has some similarities with linguistic letter alphabet and mathematical number alphabet. The main common and different attributes of its matter are described in the table 2.

**Musical Definition of Absolute Pitch:** Aural identification the name - label with its chroma of accurate musical tone’s pitch frequency (in equal-tempered tuning system) of specified musical timbre without its comparison to other external musical tone. In the light of the psychology of music - belonging to the musical art - it is a narrow-specialized psychological-musical function of practical utility for professional musical activity.

**APEPA scientific musical backgrounds:** - organization of 1: equal-tempered tuning system; 2. language of musical tone pitch frequencies; 3. structural frequency of musical tone pitches (overtones, chromas) with its psycho-acoustic sounding specification (consonances, dissonances).

**Psychological Definition of Absolute Pitch:** Neural network layout of 12 long-term semantic memory traces for autonomic atomistic independent musical units (i.e. with no diatonic mutual relation) with:
- 1. Presentations of musical tone pitch frequencies’ and its names; 2. Qualitative register types in octave chromas’ units;
- 3. Specified musical timber of human voice or musical instrument. 4. Semantic memory resources based on categorical perception, categorical permanent memorizing with working memory span and mnemonic organization of semantic knowledge of musical tones. In the light of the psychology - where there is no classification of varieties of musical processes - it is a psychological process for the material of music and for the matter of musical sound.

### Table 2. Features of the alphabet systems for matter of language, mathematics and music.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHABET FEATURE</th>
<th>LANGUAGE MATTER</th>
<th>MATHEMATICS MATTER</th>
<th>MUSIC MATTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>preliminary aural stimulus</td>
<td>presence</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mind presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cultural stimulus content</td>
<td>presence (cultural)</td>
<td>absence (transcultural)</td>
<td>absence (transcultural)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intonation component</td>
<td>presence</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language notation</td>
<td>letter language</td>
<td>numeral language</td>
<td>musical note language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with reading system</td>
<td>universal learning</td>
<td>universal-specific learning</td>
<td>specific learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary reproduce form</td>
<td>kinesthetic spoken</td>
<td>visual manual extraction</td>
<td>kinesthetic extraction on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of initial aural stimulus</td>
<td>articulation pronouncing</td>
<td>on external items / toys</td>
<td>voice / music instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aural natural learning</td>
<td>presence</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order semantic organization</td>
<td>letter order from «A» to «Z»</td>
<td>numeral order from «0» to «9»</td>
<td>equal tempered tuning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semantic unit</td>
<td>letter (phoneme)</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>music tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order scale – dependence between stimulus</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>presence – in equal division 1; 0.1; 0.01; 0.001; etc.</td>
<td>presence – in algorithm of pitch frequencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>units’ rebound</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>presence – in numeral form</td>
<td>presence – in overtones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of semantic units</td>
<td>≈ ≥ 25 letters in languages</td>
<td>10 (from «0» to «9»)</td>
<td>12 music tones’ names (semitones in octave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biological resources for natural learning</td>
<td>presence</td>
<td>presence</td>
<td>presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education type of stimulus</td>
<td>obligatory basic primary</td>
<td>obligatory basic primary</td>
<td>additional professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarity of content</td>
<td>type of letters</td>
<td>place in numeral notation</td>
<td>overtones, consonances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation with naming at perceptual level</td>
<td>automatic</td>
<td>automatic</td>
<td>acquired in special educational training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semantic variability</td>
<td>in word</td>
<td>in numeral notation</td>
<td>in classical harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality types of stimulus</td>
<td>big - small letters</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>chromas of octaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double naming of stimulus</td>
<td>presence in written form</td>
<td>absence</td>
<td>enharmonic of 5 tones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receptor form of alphabet using presentation</td>
<td>aural, visual written</td>
<td>aural, visual written</td>
<td>aural, visual written, kinesthetic on music instrument matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APEPA scientific psychological backgrounds: - brain neuro-psychological bilateral organization of AP processing - the frequency (right-lateral, right hemisphere function) and the name - label (left-lateral, left hemisphere function) of musical sound.

Etiology of Absolute Pitch: Complex psychological - musical function on the basis of initial functions, such as music pitch hearing (audiation), music pitch memory, semantic language alphabet (i.e. language instrumental knowledge).

APEPA pedagogical exclusions: Absence of «wrong / non taught» reactions (task answers) and knowledge, with quality analyses of committed mistakes, with criterial diagnosis of «presence / absence» of function levels, with backward returning to the earlier training material until its complete mastering state, with providing opportunities for executive learning of all method technics without further realization until earlier level completion, with allowed amount of until 10 % errors in each method exercise, with optimization customized for individual differences of each human including biological conditions of memory organization processing, with the possibility (probability) of losing the obtain function unless to stop using it on circadian activity in life.

Semantic Music Memory of Absolute Pitch Definition:

Order system:
1. Of twelve aural - linguistic semantic letter units for pitch frequencies of musical tones, for ordered scheme of frequencies in equal-tempered tuning system, with total acoustic pitch frequency space depended on the frame of musical instrument’s (human voices’) scale: 1.1. With 7 single - letter symbols from A to G; 1.2. With 5 double - letter enharmonic symbols (numbered auxiliaries) - i.e. black keys on clavier space system.
2. In mathematical order relation with a decimal fraction function with decimal values of qualitative number of chroma (i.e. octave’s register) from possible 10 chromas’ frequencies of equal-tempered tuning system’s pitch scale, presented in the accurate musical instrument’s scale space, in the scheme \[ \text{NAME – LABEL; LETTER (FOR SINGLE UNITS); NUMBER (FOR DOUBLE UNITS)}: \] \[ \text{REGISTER; OCTAVE; CHROMA QUALITY NUMBER:} \] 3. Of accurate musical timbre.
4. In mutual mathematical relation in equal-tempered tuning system with psycho-acoustical sounding similarities of musical pitch frequencies in consonance and dissonance characters.
5. Developed in the framework of stimulation the selective attention with the alignment of sensitivity and sharpness on each music pitch frequency of accurate music instrument (voice) scale by programming “mental-linguistic map of music pitch frequencies” during psychological - musical functional training, with including the organization of brain hemisphere specialization of AP function with types of committed left-right hemisphere mistakes for accurate 1 unit among 11 accompanied units.

Narrower frame:
Semantic Long-term working memory: 1. Sensory (visual, aural, kinesthetic.); 2. Declarative (i.e. knowledge of letter - labels of musical pitches) - procedural (executive); - developed during memory programming process of the “intelligent categorical aural musical pitch perception” basis of abstractive material (i.e. music) with mathematical tuning. Developing the cognitive behavioral reflex automatic habitual reaction on aural perception of music tone pitch frequencies, in the background of systems of musical intelligence, musical brain (mind), musical hearing, with broadcasting the semantic meaning and secondary presentation on musical notation and music instrument (voice) space location. Psychological - musical training etiology description is presented in table 3 with the semantic memory structure organization of AP musical content in schemes 5 and 6.

Wider frame: Executive function of musical tone pitch frequencies of equal tempered tuning system on 5 planes of executive musical knowledge: 1. Musical alphabet (i.e. letter - label code); 2. Musical notation with musical clef (such as treble (violin), bass, alto, tenor etc.); 3. Musical instrumental (vocal) language (i.e. location space in voice or music instrument range) without needed (independent from) music notation knowledge; 4. Musical harmony tuning (i.e. key identification of a musical piece in classical tonality language); 5. Musical internal hearing for preliminary work with musical notes’ text of a musical piece without musical (vocal) instrument, with internal aural sounding presentation of musical notation. 6. Semantic music material organization into single and co-sound pitches’ structural series, with group 12 name - labels’ units of musical tones into two equal-tempered schemas (diminished 3 minor thirds or augmented 2 major thirds) according to working-memory span (total 3-4 elements in number of schemas and in single scheme), with closed focused or open extensive structures in melodic (single tones) or harmonic (co-sound tones) form. The contradictions of method use include aural central hearing loss disorders, memory illnesses, attention processing organic changes and pitch with timbre amusia syndromes. For stimulus presentation of method there is permitted natural sounding or electronic form of musical tone with its overtones sounding production.
Table 3. Psychological - musical training etiology description.

[M.Dymnikowa, V.I.Petrushin]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETIOLOGY FEATURE</th>
<th>PSYCHOLOGICAL – MUSICAL TRAINING SPECIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function type</td>
<td>psychological - musical – executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training properties</td>
<td>development of function and practical skill for circadian musical instrumental activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trained memory function</td>
<td>semantic long-term working memory of musical pitch frequencies of concrete music timbre in the range of musical instrument (vocal) scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical utility</td>
<td>development of new musical brain function for musical performance practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training specification with destination</td>
<td>developmental neuropsychological musical aural (for narrow population of professional music education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of trained function</td>
<td>rarely originally at innate level with possibility of common development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal period of training</td>
<td>till 2 months with each day training till 3 hours (double 1.5 h sessions in the morning and evening)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal period of training</td>
<td>till 2 years with 3 times training per week for 3 hours (triple 1 h sessions with the 15 - 30 minutes of internal break)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training effect stability</td>
<td>preservation for condition of circadian musical instrumental activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabet training elements</td>
<td>presented in training content (structure, mnemonic semantic exercises)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interhemispheric cooperation training</td>
<td>functional bilateralism of musical pitch processing (right hemisphere) and musical name-label of musical pitch alphabet processing (left hemisphere)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scheme 5. Semantic memory structure organization of absolute pitch musical content.

Mathematical notation of musical pitch frequency (decimal fraction) → „A→G“ ∣ „A“ „0-9“ A 440 HZ = A 4

Octave register (Chroma’s type) → 1(DOUBLE - BIG); 2(BIG); 3(SMALL); 4(FIRST); 5(SECOND); 6(THIRD); 7(FOURTH);

Semantic units of musical tone name – labels (0-9 OCTAVE \ CHROMA VARIETY)

1 A(1-7) 2 A* ∣ B(1-7) 3 B(1-7) 4 C(1-7) 5 C* ∣ D(1-7) 6 D(1-7) 7 D* ∣ E(1-7) 8 E(1-7) 9 F(1-7) 10 F* ∣ G(1-7)

# ∣ b

11 G(1-7) 12 G* ∣ A(1-7)

# ∣ b

Numbering decimal fraction system of quality varieties of semantic units of musical tone name – labels


STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF MUSICAL PITCH FREQUENCY NAME – LABELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEMANTIC ORGANIZATION: HORIZONTAL → QUANTITY NAME-LABELS; VERTICAL → QUALITY CHROMA’S UNITS
The memory programming process includes simultaneous connection of these hemispheric functions in completing the method tasks, with method’s structure including all possible music tone name - label mistakes categorized by hemispheric belongings including the acoustic sounding specification of interval frequency ration between music tones with its reversal order by Helmholtz consonance - dissonance description (presented in table 4 with an example of «A» music tone name - label).

Neuropsychological organization of method’s function includes both lateral processing engaged in method completion. The left hemisphere is processing semantic language functions, such as the alphabet, naming, syntax of language units. It contains linguistic litter, mathematical and musical languages contents. It produces the semantic knowledge for semantic memory content. In this hemisphere AP is the function of semantic language alphabetic memory. The right hemisphere is processing pitches frequency functions, with its timbre harmonics combination. It produces the availability of musical tone differentiation with its structural order memory, which is engaged in categorical musical pitch perception discrimination with its chroma’s identification. In this hemisphere AP is the function of pitch frequency memory with its qualitative group of chromas for each of 12 musical tone - labels. Since chroma identification is conditioning the active AP function, while tone - label identification without its chroma type is conditioning the non-active (i.e. passive) AP function.

Perfect consonance errors are produced the close completed connection (scheme 7) that perform an impossibility to programming the mental memory map of music - tone name - labels since of transition through it’s all components. That’s the biggest disruption in AP semantic memory programming process. While second and seven dissonances produce the movement of created mental map to the up or down space for equal level, so group of music - tone name - labels (or all of them) need to be re-programming on the condition of produced ordered scale with its’ bias, so it isn’t disruption for memory functioning statement of neural mental scheme. The rest of mistakes belong to condition of no forming up the mental memory map. It can be minimized through preserving the order of programming memory by grouping the name-labels with equal tempered distance (space) in octave range, i.e. placing into diminished chord with three minor thirds or augmented chord with two major thirds (table 5) by including working memory span principle for the personal decision of each individual human realizing the method.
Table 4. Hemispheric music - tone name - label mistakes classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere Mistake</th>
<th>Mistake description</th>
<th>Helmholtz sounding type</th>
<th>Interval with its ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>right - lateral</td>
<td>psycho-acoustical pitch error</td>
<td>perfect consonances</td>
<td>fifth (\rightarrow) 2:3 fourth (\rightarrow) 3:4 (A \leftrightarrow D; E;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left - lateral</td>
<td>order – letter scale</td>
<td>dissonances</td>
<td>major second (\rightarrow) 8 : 9 major seventh (\rightarrow) 8 : 15 minor seventh (\rightarrow) 9 : 16 minor second (\rightarrow) 15 : 16 (A \leftrightarrow G; [G^# \big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right - lateral</td>
<td>psycho-acoustical pitch error</td>
<td>medial and imperfect consonances</td>
<td>major sixth (\rightarrow) 3 : 5 major third (\rightarrow) 4 : 5 minor third (\rightarrow) 5 : 6 minor sixth (\rightarrow) 5 : 8 (A \leftrightarrow F; [F^# \big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left - lateral</td>
<td>order – letter scale</td>
<td>dissonance</td>
<td>tritone (\rightarrow) 32 : 45 (A \leftrightarrow [D^# \big</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Scheme 7. Closed circuit of complementary perfect consonance errors.
The memory programming process requires mental resources of knowledge of wrong and correct memory presentation for each selected musical tone name - label. Recognition of proper label at the automatized level is possible by selective processing during analyses of all income aural stimuli from external acoustical space with comparing them to internal neuronal memory presentations obtained and produced the past aural experience. Therefore it needs to equip the brain with the experience of all possible comparative pairs with putting aside its sensory aural impressions in the auditory cortex and hippocampus for future automatic processing the income aural stimuli with proper recognition reaction of music tone name - label identification with its qualitative chroma description.

The structure of AP processing includes: 1. Income (external) level with pitch-frequency perception in the condition of attention processing, with engaged thinking operations and past experience with knowledge of musical pitches kept in memory data. 2. Outcome (internal) level of activation of long term working memory for music pitch frequencies, and of memory traces for accurate pitch-frequency of specific timbre sounding. So programming that function, as semantic music memory, includes necessity time reservation for thinking analysis at each level of completing the memory tasks for specific partial functions of memory processing.

The mental memory representation is conditioned by: 1. Interhemispheric cooperation of functional bilateralism state (i.e. bilateral processing of the left hemisphere for the name, of the right hemispheric for the pitch-frequency). 2. Partly cooperation of the primary auditory cortex for a specific music pitch frequency - with differential tonotopic organization of cell memory for chroma variants, with necessity of separable programming the music memory pitch frequencies. The stimulus can be identified as the same or different in relation to another stimulus that was previously remembered, in conditions of having the neural connection with memory presentation, and having the identification with its presentation as wrong (other) or correct (original).

The recognition with identification of a wrong stimulus example, as corrected with original accurate stimulus, does certify about the absence of forming up the mental memory presentation for the original accurate stimulus (i.e. left-hemispheric mistakes), or about the semantic similarity between attributes or properties of wrong and accurate stimulus (i.e. right-hemispheric mistakes). Therefore in AP processing weaker left-hemispheric organization cases the disorders of musical tone name - label identification, while weaker right-hemispheric organization cases the disorders of musical tone chroma identification. Perception of the wrong stimulus, on the background of memory for original accurate stimulus, does product output from memory by impression analysis, during the processing of: 1. Identification of perceived stimulus as false, on the background of mental memory neuronal network for original stimulus perceptual experience. 2. Comparison to original accurate stimulus on the background of: 2.1.Semantic acoustical structural similarity for pitch tuning or for ordered letter - scheme of musical tones. 2.2. Absence of mental memory presentation of original accurate stimulus of accurate musical pitch frequency.

Table 5. Music - tone name - labels grouping layouts with working memory span principle

(3-4 structural units with 3-4 selected elements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grouping layouts of equal tempered chord space in octave range</th>
<th>augmented chord with two major thirds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diminished chord with three minor thirds</td>
<td>A ↔ C ↔ D♯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B ↔ D ↔ F ↔ G♯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B ↔ D♯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C ↔ E ↔ G♯</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stimulus can be identified as the same or different in relation to another stimulus that was previously remembered, in conditions of having the neural connection with memory presentation, and having the identification with its presentation as wrong (other) or correct (original).
Spatial analysis of two music pitch frequencies (as higher, lower, the same) in structural order and in ratio to the twelve semitone scale in octave order, with the comparison of higher / lower pitch frequencies to one (same) octave register - for comparison of two pitch frequencies - is possible and accessible by the octave similarity principle and in the upheavals with the impression of sound in a different octave register. Including overtones’ production of each pitch-frequency, with its one up direction for forming up the shades of basic musical tone - there is a necessity to programming the mental memory map with all qualitative chroma varieties at the beginning of memorizing the accurate musical tone name - label. Therefore spatial memory for musical pitch frequencies is created with principle of equal frequency pitch space, in the range of musical instrument (vocal) pitch scale. This principle (table 5) is also preserved in the method stage by grouping of memorized 3-4 music tones name - labels that are equally distanced from each other in mutual relationship, i.e. the schemes of augmented or diminished pitch frequency structures, for the memory grouping preference of each individual human during the method realization.

6.3. Methodological description.

**APEPA basic aim method:** Developing (forming up, learning) the psychological - musical executive function, on the basis of semantic memory and of musical alphabet language. Developing the mental map of musical tone pitch frequencies’ representation in the frame of structures of musical pitch language and semantic music memory.

APEPA accessibility resources - widespread with general availability for humans with preserved: 1. professional practical musical instrumental or vocal activity for musical performance; 2. biological resources of musical pitch and timbre hearing (audiation) presence as normal healthy state (in the case of pitch amusia existence).

**Process activated in APEPA method:** aural perception with visual perception of name - label notation (letter with chroma type) of musical tone’s pitch frequency, aural and visual attention, semantic long-term working memory of musical tone’s pitch frequency (musical pitch), musical knowledge (pitch name - labels’ alphabet of musical tones with its musical notes’ notation). Psychological executive function of semantic music memory for: 1. Professional musical performance practice; 2. Working with musical pieces and musical notes’ text.

**Specificity of APEPA method impact:** Psychological (cognitive, behavioral) during natural learning on basis of developing: 1. Sensitivity and differentiation of musical tone pitch frequencies; 2. Categorical - semantic perception of musical tone with identification of 1 from 12 semitones name - labels and its chroma quality variety. 3. Aural sensitivity and sharpness on each of 12 semitone name - labels for prevention of confusion 1 music tone name - label with 11 others including its mistakes’ specification.

**APEPA method description of use:** The method might be used by people with circadian musical practice in daily activity, such as reading musical notes, practicing musical piece by vocal or the musical instrument with its memorizing, music peace performance. It can be realized independently by interested musicians (with audio recorded material) or by music teachers (with lively realization the method material from musical notes). The method material is reserved for the musical scale of accurate instrument or vocal range that concern daily practical musical activity, with additional complementary aural training of piano sound (for non-professional pianists) containing the 20% - 25 % of main music timbre material (i.e. 1 piano exercise for 4 - 5 exercises in proper target music timbre). The requirements of biological resources’ functions include musical pitch hearing, aural long-term memory, literal and numeral knowledge of units of linguistic and mathematical alphabets. Age requirements for method use concern critical age of cognitive school maturity (i.e. first classes of primary school level) and musical hearing stability with its crystallization function (≈ 9 year old), with taking into account the working - memory span development till 11 - 12 years old (in differentiate of content realization before and after this age), with possibility to use the method till 40 age (beginning the stage of brain mental changes in working memory processing). The biological medical data of income organism statement taking into account might change the conditions of optimize the method realization. It concern of blood group, morphologic levels of hormones engaged into cognitive activity, sleep activity characteristics, eating style and metabolism of glucose during intensive mental activity, personal mental hygiene of daily activity according to the style of work, might change the conditions of optimizing the method realization. Stability of AP function obtained and developed by using the method is dependent by its active using daily, as long-term working memory processing i.e. dynamical statement (as it also concern the foreign language knowledge). Therefore any longer breaks might decrease or reduce the final out-come level after completed the method content. The diagnostic instrument for its function (i.e. AP test varieties for musical instrument’s scale, with its content presented in paragraph 4.7), might be used many times (i.e. repeatedly), as during the method realization, as after its completion. The biological period that needed for long-term working memory stabilization for AP ranges approximately from 0,5 year for children age till 1,5 year for adult age. Internal breaks between partly sessions of 1 training session should be controlled by individual’s present cognitive cognition with feedback information.
6.4. Methodological content of AP test varieties for musical instrument’s scale.

The complete realization of the method assumes the correct realization till 90 % material (with possible backward to exercises till that level completion), with objective empiric psychological verification (presented in table 6) in personal individual checking by learning curve scheme and by «C» statistic index that is available by counting for ≥8 attempts of specific exercise in the training session, of whole selective training session, or of all trials in 1 mnemonic technique from different sessions. The method might be controlled at each part of its realization, for every training exercise with counting the statistical level of correct % completion. Therefore it allows overlooking the memory processing at the current time of method content realization. In case of mental fatigue syndromes during completion the tasks the training time should be reduced at the period of lower level of mental activity efficiency. It is especially important at the time period for other duties in life schedule, including the concert preparation and other personal affairs. The content structure of method include principles of tonotopic auditory cortex organization of music pitch processing, psycho-acoustic specifications of musical tone pitch frequencies sounding, with techniques of memory processing diagnosis, correction, improvement and development presented and realized in cognitive psychological and neuro-psychological diagnostic and clinical tests, with its respecting at the conscious practical programming memory process activated in the method, with including the dual level of AP content processing.

Time-series analysis [99, 120, 143, 188, 286] is a desirable quantitative method for assistance and analysis of behavioral data, it is based on auto-regressive integrated moving average. This method can be used for small data sets to evaluate objectively the effects of psychological training influences or psychotherapy treatment in dependent time-series data. This methodological proposal came from Young [318] with evidence of normal distribution existence for time series containing above 25 values, with possibility to use «C» statistic (table 6) containing only 8 serial values, what is critical for short training and treatment condition. The critical values for statistical significance importance of improvement by the psychological influence and intervention for amount from 8 to 25 series for p=0.01 are defined by Tyrion and Young (scientific source noted in table 6), with above 25 serial depended measurements at the level 310 for p=0.01, and 1.64 for p=0.05. All values above this level certify for the benefit of improvement statement. It is especially important during looking for better methods of psychological stimulation with correction, intervention, training-improvement, rehabilitation and developing the complex psychological functions.

Table 6. Statistical methodological verification of method efficiency function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>«C» STATISTIC OF PSYCHOLOGICAL INFLUENCE EVALUATION IN DEPENDENT TIME-SERIES DATA</th>
<th>Function formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of time – series =</td>
<td>Z – statistical significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of series – 1</td>
<td>C – «C» statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1 – order serial number</td>
<td>S – standard error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{i+1} – neighboring serial number</td>
<td>N – number of series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X – mean average of all serial numbers</td>
<td>[ Z = C / S ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \sum (X_i - X_{i+1})^2 ]</td>
<td>2 [ \sum (X_i - X)^2 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \sum (X_i - X_i)^2 ]</td>
<td>[ S = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (X_i - X_i)^2}{N}} ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This method allows making evaluation of changes due to psychological interventions, with its special usefulness in clinical and research practice, when it is needed to check the evidence of presence or absence of statistical importance of the influence effect. The behavioral learning curve might be obtained during frequency analysis of the correct stimulus’ estimation of each task completion, from serial tasks, by divided this amount into the total number of stimulus in the task. Obtained % frequency indices of the tasks’ realization might be compared to each other on the order scale in accordance with the sequence of its completion. Each methodology task can be realized from 1 minute till 2 minutes. So the average completion of 10 - 15 tasks takes around half an hour that might be minimal diagnostic value of dynamic learning of tasks’ realization. Therefore approximately 20 - 30 tasks might be realized during 1 hour training session. It might be representative for controlling the cognitive condition of mental activity efficiency. The time period of highest realization of the task’s completion might inform about optimal duration of a single training session.

Total efficiency indices might be counted in statistical methodological principle by the data of the lowest and highest score of % correct completion of the task probe in the training session, with comparison of these data with the mean value of all tasks’ scores obtained in accurate session. If the mean value is near the lowest score, then it informs about the tendency of keeping the income level during the training session. When the initial level, as the lowest score, is higher from 50 %, then training sessions have controlled fixing rule. If the initial level is lower from 50 %, then the training session should be repeated further with mean value near or up from this indicator.
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When initial lowest level score is above 70% - 75%, then the training mechanism is completed and formed up, with possibility of its automatization during tasks completion, with no need to backward to it during further method completion. When the difference between the lowest and the highest score is till 10 - 15% then statistical difference will not be occurred by certificate of stable task completion. In case of lower scores till or around 50% it should be repeated further, while in case of level around 60 - 70% it might be passed at once task completion. The efficiency level of task completion is above 85% correct realization of correct stimulus’ estimation, with optimal realization of above 90% correct completion. The tasks include also analysis of wrong stimulus to its estimation as correct pattern, so it is based on the memory programming process of wrong and correct answers. Regular monitoring of behavioral learning curve of each tasks completed in method might describe biological conditions and predispositions for AP mastering as psychological musical function at an optimal level. This can be viewed under the dynamic tendency of performing the methodological tasks, with the identification of possible periodic deterioration of cognitive work of a recurrent nature. Then it is possible to predict the arrival of such a period in advance in which it is advisable to reduce cognitive activity’s effort for the duration of such reduced mental performance condition. In such a period, it is advisable to repeat the previous tasks, from which weaker results were obtained in completing the tasks at an earlier stage of realizing the method, which determines the conscious meta-memory regulation.

6.5. Methodological assumptions for the aural tasks’ realization.

1. Each individual hearing task may last from 60 to 90 seconds. After this period, a break of 30 to 60 seconds is required.

2. In initial briefing mode, each auditory presentation must last up to 3 seconds according to the neuropsychological organization of the temporal hearing unit at the cerebral level [231, 232, 233, 234, 283, 284, 285], where after 3 seconds there must be a period of silence also up to 3 seconds. That is a total of 6 seconds for a single stimulus. This means up to 10 - 15 auditory stimuli as part of content of the single auditory exercise.

3. In advanced mode in shaping of “behavioral automatism” condition as a response to auditory stimuli - each auditory presentation must last until 1.5 seconds, with a silent period of 1 sec. up to 3 seconds (depending on the type of auditory task: 1. For perceptual, attention or memory functions; 2. With or without thinking process.) That is, from total 2 seconds up to 4.5 seconds to work with a single auditory stimulus. This means between 20 and 45 auditory stimuli as part of content of one auditory exercise.

4. Each methodical part of the training assumes the implementation of the control of diagnostic content for verification of the lack or presence of the purchase of a specific task function for AP. Task functions are conditioned by matter of music theory and the basis of semantic memory. Correct implementation of the control diagnostic content (at the level of ≥ 90% of diagnostic stimuli) is the basis for the implementation of the further part of the methodical tasks for AP. Implementation of control diagnostic content (at the level of < 90% of diagnostic stimuli) is the basis for the repeated implementation of the previous part of the methodical tasks for AP.

5. The essence of the method is to develop an alphabetic language system for AP as semantic memory map of musical pitch frequencies for a specific musical timbre within the available musical instrument scale. Learning the alphabet is not the knowledge in the sense of information understanding, but it is the habit of specific semantic units for using them on a regular basis in everyday life. Learning the alphabet is not a material to master in the pedagogical sense as a teaching (learning) program. It is a function of semantic memory enabling learning a specific semantic language (linguistic, mathematical, music, etc.).

6. The total number of methodical exercises for accurate musical timbre within the available scale of a musical instrument is conditioned by the scope of such a specific scale. Hence, the total amount of tasks of AP method may vary for individual musical instruments and requiring a different time for the practical realization of the method.

7. In the frame of learning of 12 units of musical tone alphabet, there are 2 ways of technical grouping of these units in the resources of direct working memory: 1. Grouping of 3 units of diminished chords with 4 tone units; 2. Grouping of 4 units of augmented chords with 3 tone units. The selection of the method realization at this stage belongs to the individual participant of the method. The decision about choosing the variant of the method realization should be made at the beginning of its using. The decision of individual person depend the order of working with specific musical tones names labels, so they should create logical systems of equal temporal tuning. Then during implementation of the method it is possible to respect the rules of aural mental map programming of semantic musical memory in the current order during semantic grouping of accurate musical tones, which are in specific equal temporal relation between each other. It concerns the major or minor thirds between two neighboring musical tones during method realization.
8. The minimum duration of the method realization within 1 day should not be less than 1 hour practice (2 sessions for 30 minutes with an internal break up to 10 - 30 minutes according to preferences of individual participants). The maximum duration of the method within 1 day should not be larger than 2-3.5 hours of training for total morning and evening cycles. The duration of 3.5 hours is reserved for intensive mode of applying the method.

9. The original musical tone pitch-frequency pattern with its qualitative chroma varieties should be played in a method implementation by every 3 - 4 tasks at the beginning stage, every 5 - 6 tasks in the middle level, every 7 - 10 tasks at the final period. Frequency of presenting the label pattern should be depended on the long-term memory statement of individual participant of method implementation, i.e. it’s time to assimilate sufficiently this pattern that it will not need to remind the stimulated pattern. This condition is depended on individual differences of each participant completing the method. The whole time duration of original pattern stimulus scheme’s sounding takes around 9 minutes (i.e. 9 pairs with 2 patterns in 10 parts - for 3 seconds aural presentation as «brain aural perceptual unit» i.e. 540 sec.)

[ Ordered sequence of original musical tone label presentation with correction including the range of music instrument (voice) scale {I0 symbol with I of name label and numeral octave - i.e. chroma}:
- 1 part: I0 – I1; I0 – I2; I0 – I3; I0 – I4; I0 – I5; I0 – I6; I0 – I7; I0 – I8; I0 – I9; I0 – I0; //
- 2 part: I1 – I0; I1 – I2; I1 – I3; I1 – I4; I1 – I5; I1 – I6; I1 – I7; I1 – I8; I1 – I9; I1 – I1; //
- 3 part: I2 – I0; I2 – I1; I2 – I2; I2 – I3; I2 – I4; I2 – I5; I2 – I6; I2 – I7; I2 – I8; I2 – I9; //
- 4 part: I3 – I0; I3 – I1; I3 – I2; I3 – I3; I3 – I4; I3 – I5; I3 – I6; I3 – I7; I3 – I8; I3 – I9; //
- 5 part: I4 – I0; I4 – I1; I4 – I2; I4 – I3; I4 – I4; I4 – I5; I4 – I6; I4 – I7; I4 – I8; I4 – I9; //
- 6 part: I5 – I0; I5 – I1; I5 – I2; I5 – I3; I5 – I4; I5 – I5; I5 – I6; I5 – I7; I5 – I8; I5 – I9; //
- 7 part: I6 – I0; I6 – I1; I6 – I2; I6 – I3; I6 – I4; I6 – I5; I6 – I6; I6 – I7; I6 – I8; I6 – I9; //
- 8 part: I7 – I0; I7 – I1; I7 – I2; I7 – I3; I7 – I4; I7 – I5; I7 – I6; I7 – I7; I7 – I8; I7 – I9; //
- 9 part: I8 – I0; I8 – I1; I8 – I2; I8 – I3; I8 – I4; I8 – I5; I8 – I6; I8 – I7; I8 – I8; I8 – I9; //
- 10 part: I9 – I0; I9 – I1; I9 – I2; I9 – I3; I9 – I4; I9 – I5; I9 – I6; I9 – I7; I9 – I8; I9 – I9; ];

10. Possible syndromes of individual participant faster fatigue might be occurred during one methodical session completion during the method implementation. Then it is recommended dividing the session for shorter time - duration with additional internal breaks, which should be quite regular for equal scope of method processing in a time context. It’s the importance in the frame of circadian rhythms for brain mental memory activity functions. The regularity of breaks in the frame of methodical sessions ensures a cycle of stability of mind’s absorbency for mastering methodical assumptions of AP as semantic memory.

11. For optimizing the method implementation the physiological indicators of blood morphology (just before the start of the method implementation) with blood type and clinical data from the diet nutrition metabolism of the individual participant should be taken into account. Medical specialists might recommend the optimal physiological reinforcement (with possible additional biological support) for the period of method implementation, for optimizing its influence on biological level. The importance of maintaining a regular sleep in circadian time during all period of method implementation is the case of its optimization with prolonged effect on brain memory mechanism processing.

12. During the method task completion, it is necessary to observe their dynamics of realization from the perspective of learning and mental fatigue curves, to determine constancy of periods of improvement or deterioration of the mental condition, selected, as permanent tendencies over several methodical sessions. Identifying the specificity of dynamic changes in the method implementation should be a cue to fit the cycle and form of tasks completion to the state of the body, i.e. the total length of the session should be fit to the learning curve (to the critical time period in which the learning ability begins to decrease) and to the mental fatigue curve (to the period of taking a break at the beginning moment of this mental statement, to optimize the methodological processes for the physiology of mental effort).

13. During the implementation of diagnostic control tasks the tendencies of different parts of the method should be observed. There is a tendency - probability to disclose specific inclinations for mistakes production or of mental fatigue for specific method tasks according to the types of programming memory techniques for aural tasks or for accurate musical pitch frequencies. For such methodical weaknesses, there is recommended to backward repeatedly for realized tasks in the later period of method implementation.

14. While observing any neurological and pain symptoms from the nervous system functioning during the method implementation, it is necessary to interrupt its realization for the time period of health regeneration.
15. People who take drugs for chronic conditions with its influence on cognitive functions metabolism and brain statement, may have permanent mental disruptions during method implementation, there is needed to extend for them the time duration method completion.


The qualitative content diagnosis of mistakes made during the method implementation in music - theory context might be useful for the identification of structural predispositions’ varieties for their occurrence during programming the semantic music memory for AP. The structural hemispheric music - tone name - label mistakes classification presented in table 4, allow to making structural map of every individual human’s diagnosis data, and to looking for different music - theory content in analysis of combination variety of all musical tone errors revealed in test. Determining the content of the structural unit for a combination of confused musical tones allows carrying out the additional repeated realization of method’s tasks prepared for correcting the specific errors in the musical tones’ identification processing.

The specification consists in finding optimal one (or maximum two) content structure of musical tones corresponding to the chosen mistaken musical tones in individual participant during the method implementation. It allows correcting consciously up to date the AP semantic music memory programming processing. The diagnostic analysis might be down in separating cases of effortless mistakes’ production of un-recognized musical pitch tones’ content into: 1. Consonance matter; 2. Dissonance matter;
3. Un-recognition of specified semitone label in different chroma’s variants (i.e. in different octave ranges);
4. Un-recognition of specific chroma’s variant (i.e. of couple different semitones of accurate octave range);
5. Grouping un-recognized pitch-tones of accurate harmonic structure (e.g. major, minor, diminished, augmented chords, or with double equal fourth / tritone / fifth form);
6. Grouping un-recognized pitch-tones in a sequence of major or minor seconds (i.e. equally spaced lower sensitivity of equal tempered tuning system) - with additional analysis of this effect presence in single or couple chroma’s variants.
7. Location of un-recognized pitch-tones in selected diminished or augmented chord’s structure in different chromas (i.e. octave ranges) as the evidence of the lower common sensitivity for accurate semitones’ group of AP acquisition structured memory, what requires a separate correction training for pitch-tones belonged to such a group.
8. Frequency of mistakes production in the frame of attentional process difficulty in time resources of AP perception analysis (i.e. regularly mistakes for the duration of 15 - 20 stimuli, e.g. every 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th or 6th example in AP tasks, that are observed in partly neighboring tasks’ content). That kind of mistakes requires to change the time speed of AP tasks realization with longer breaks after each selected task completion.
9. Amount of mistakes in each AP task during one training session converted to the percentage level scale, that allows obtaining the learning curve map with the possibility of monitoring and evaluating the time temporary content management of AP tasks for its’ more utility usefulness. The diagnostic errors’ analysis sheet presented in table 7 might be useful for putting all tasks’ errors on one global structure. It might be prepared for selected AP tasks’ group or for global calculated indicators from one part training session (i.e. separated by internal breaks). Each grill-field might contain a percentage or numeric value of corrected vs. uncorrected recognized musical pitch - tones in AP tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chroma number ↓</th>
<th>A↑</th>
<th>A♭</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C♯</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>D♯</th>
<th>E♭</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>F♯</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>G♯</th>
<th>A♭</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semitone label</td>
<td>A↑</td>
<td>A♭</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C♯</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D♯</td>
<td>E♭</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F♯</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G♯</td>
<td>A♭</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. AP diagnostic errors’ sheet.

That collected sheets might be diagnostic evidence of AP acquisition processing for each participant, by including them in the analysis of C statistic indices of psychological influence evaluation in the dependent time - series data from AP training tasks (described in table 6).
6.7. Methodological content with task completing tables.

APEPA program includes material for single sounds and multiple 2-3 sounds (2 for intervals, 3 for chords) of pitch - frequencies presented by single - selected (i.e. melodic) and common (i.e. harmonic co-sound) forms. The multiple sounds can be presented in closed focused form (till 1 - 2 octave ranges) or open extensive form (above 1 octave range). The algorithm of memory tasks structure and content for multiple sounds of intervals includes all possible varieties of mistakes’ classification (table 4) with its combined combination forms. For chords it concerns such forms (with all possible configuration) as major, minor, diminished, augmented, with double equal fourth / tritone / fifth. The amount of memory tasks is depended on musical instrument (vocal) pitch-frequency scale, with basic principle to represent all possible aural sounding combinations in musical pitch space matter, for programming the memory experience for both true and false examples of accurate musical tone pitch name - label with its quality chroma form.

Combined tasks varieties forms include:
1. - «plane» identification of the accurate musical tone in closed focused form (till 1 - 2 octave ranges).
2. - «plane» identification of the accurate musical tone in open extensive form (above 1 octave range).
3. - «named» identification of the accurate musical tone in closed focused form (till 1 - 2 octave ranges).
4. - «named» identification of the accurate musical tone in open extensive form (above 1 octave range).

Including the neuropsychological data about time duration of brain aural perceptual unit of around 3 seconds, the method includes this principle of stimulus presentation in task completion, with additional variant of 1 second time-duration for forming up the mental memory presentation at the automatic reflex activation, as behavioral reaction on perceptual stimulus pattern processing. Both these forms include an additional factor of presence and absence of the distractor matter (i.e. tetrachord) for optimizes attentional processing, engaged in memory programming mechanisms. The distractor pattern (with time - duration presentation of 1 second, as perceptual influence on the intentional perceived pattern) has co-sound closed focused form of 4 musical tone pitches with equal major or minor second ratio without duplication of accurate musical tone name - label for memory programming processing, with possibility of closer or farther presence from the original pattern space location, with obligatory tritone presentation (in relation to accurate musical tone name) and quite equal amount of examples in the higher and lower space from accurate perceived stimulus pattern. The mental thinking processing, engaged in memory programming mechanisms during method implementation, with 3 second time - duration (i.e. equal for longer time sounding of the original stimulus pattern presentation) is taken into account for all task varieties’ forms. It’s especially importance is conditioned by scientific data and methodological principle with no limitation time for completing the psychological tests of thinking process engaged additionally long-term semantic memory processing.

In total time resources for single stimulus pattern presentation in method structure it contains 4 different time amount for method task realization till 90 seconds duration (from shorter to longer):
1. With duration of 7 seconds [with distraction presence, 3 seconds of an original pattern sounding, 3 seconds for thinking analysis processing] - with till 12 - 13 stimulus patterns presented in 1 methodological task.
2. With duration of 6 seconds [without distraction presence, 3 seconds of an original pattern sounding, 3 seconds for thinking analysis processing] - with till 15 stimulus patterns presented in 1 methodological task.
3. With duration of 5 seconds [with distraction presence, 1 second of an original pattern sounding, 3 seconds for thinking analysis processing] - with till 18 stimulus patterns presented in 1 methodological task.
4. With duration of 4 seconds [without distraction presence, 1 seconds of an original pattern sounding, 3 seconds for thinking analysis processing] - with till 22 stimulus patterns presented in 1 methodological task.

The comparative function of working memory performance’s evaluation (i.e. direct learning curve) for a different number of stimuli in time-duration of 90 seconds is presented in the table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stimuli n</th>
<th>Function formula with multiplier to union scale % level of correctness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 → n · 8.334</td>
<td>15 → n · 6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 → n · 7.693</td>
<td>16 → n · 6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 → n · 7.143</td>
<td>17 → n · 5.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 → n · 5.556</td>
<td>19 → n · 5.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 → n · 5</td>
<td>21 → n · 4.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 → n · 4.546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Programming memory techniques concern varieties of conditions of perceptual analysis processing, including the attention attributes’ specification, with possible estimation, in task’s presentation, of:
1. Each stimulus pattern with its true-false and chroma identification. 2. Every 2, 3, 4 stimulus pattern (tables 10 - 12 in scheme 8). 3. Serial choice from the group of 3 - 4 stimulus patterns, with presence or absence of prompt key. A prompt key concern the possible 4 varieties of feedback information: 1. In top / middle / down pattern. 2. In 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th pattern. 3. In 1 - 2 of 3 patterns. 4. In 1 - 2 - 3 of 4 patterns.
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Additional analysis includes the comparison of first and last (3rd/4th) stimulus pattern in the task (tables 13 - 14 in scheme 8), so these forms require an equal amount of stimulus in the task content. The tasks targeted for the backward integration of name - label form with its pitch sounding, prepared for all sounding material matter (single sounds and multiple 2-3 sounds), include presentation of written name - label form for estimation it as true or false in relation to perceived stimulus pattern. The factors of memory techniques with the time of stimulus pattern’s presentation for completing the method’s tasks are conditioned its big and rich material content as the method’s background.

Combined prompt key tasks varieties forms: 1. With the function of «plane» or «named» identification of accurate musical tone, include information about location of accurate stimulus pattern: 1.1. In the down for 1 of 3 stimulus. 1.2. In the middle for 1 of 3 stimulus. 1.3. In the top for 1 of 3 stimulus. 2. With identification of the space location: in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th pattern. 3. With identification of the serial number with its chroma and space location: 3.1. For 1 of 3 or 4 stimulus. 3.2. For 2 of 3 or 4 stimulus. 3.3. For 3 of 4 stimulus.

Description of memory tasks’ forms - organized into 7 training thematic specialized groups (tables’ list in scheme 8).

I. Tasks’ forms of material with a single sound presentation

1.1. Recognition of the numbers of octave registers (chromas) - an exercise on the material of the chromas of accurate musical tone (with no distractor presence) - Table 1 in scheme 8.

1.2. Estimation of a single imposed sound after distractor.
   Table 2 in scheme 8 - determining whether the musical tone was correct or not.
   Table 1 in scheme 8 - determining whether the musical tone was correct or not, on case of correct state with identification of its name label.

1.3. Estimation of written music tone name - label with sound perception.
   Table 3 in scheme 8 - determining whether the written musical tone was correct to the aural perception or not, on material of the main chromas.
   Table 3 in scheme 8 - determining whether the musical tone was correct or not, on case of correct state with identification of its name label.

1.4. Serial recognition in group of 3 stimulus patterns with identification of music tone name (with possible prompt key or obligator analysis of each pattern).
   Table 4 in scheme 8 with possibility: - plane serial choice; - serial choice with identify the name - label (i.e. chroma).

1.5. Serial recognition in group of 4 stimulus patterns with identification music tone name (with possible prompt key or obligator analysis of each pattern).
   Table 6 in scheme 8 with possibility: - plane serial choice; - serial choice with identify the name - label (i.e. chroma).

1.6. Serial recognition in group of 3 stimulus patterns with Estimation of written music tone name - label with sound perception. Table 5 in scheme 8. (with possible prompt key or obligator analysis of each pattern with different amount of correct patterns). Determining in which example the written musical tone was correct to the aural perception, or estimation of each example in the group of stimulus patterns.

1.7. Recognition of accurate musical tone in the series of different single pitch - frequencies, with possibility of identification when it was presented, or with identification of its name - label (i.e. chroma). Table 7 in scheme 8. This form is also used in description the key tonality in series of major or minor chord - with identification of when it was presented - Table 2 in scheme 8.

II. Tasks’ forms of material with 2 sound selected (melodic) presentation

Recognition of accurate musical tone in the series of different double pitch - frequencies (presented in selected form), with possibility of identification when it was presented, or with identification of its name - label (i.e. chroma). Table 7 and 9 in scheme 8. In this task two chromas might be presented in 1 stimulus pattern of double pitch-frequencies. The duration of each sound presentation is around 1-1.5 second. This task might be realized with prompt key condition.

III. Tasks’ forms of material with 3 sound selected (melodic) presentation

Recognition of accurate musical tone in the series of different triple pitch - frequencies (presented in selected form), with possibility of identification when it was presented, or with identification of its name - label (i.e. chroma). Table 8 in scheme 8. In this task two chromas might be presented in 1 stimulus pattern of triple pitch - frequencies. The duration of each sound presentation is around 1-1.5 second. This task might be realized with prompt key condition.
### Scheme 8. Task completing tables’ list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 1</th>
<th>Table № 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 3 5</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 N...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>+ + + + +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 N...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>note note note note note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + + +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 N...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 1 2 3 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>note note note note note note</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 1 2 3 4 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 N...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + + +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 N...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 1 2 3 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>note note note note note note note</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 10 – every 2nd stimuli estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 11 – every 3rd stimuli estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 12 – every 4th stimuli estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 13 – first and third stimuli estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 14 – first and fourth stimuli estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 15 – three sound serial patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>serial sounds 1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st pattern + + + +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table № 16 – four sound serial patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>serial sounds 1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st pattern + + + +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Tasks’ forms of material with 2 sound common (harmonic) presentation

Conditions the same as for part «II» with distraction presence only for variant of stimulus pattern duration for 3 seconds.

### V. Tasks’ forms of material with 3 sound common (harmonic) presentation

Conditions the same as for part «III» with distraction presence only for variant of stimulus pattern duration for 3 seconds.
VI. Tasks’ forms for grouped material of 3-4 labels with selected (melodic) presentation

Terms of the task: - determining whether the musical tone was correct or not;
- determining whether the musical tone was correct or not, on case of correct state with identification of its name label.

6.2. Recognition of accurate musical tone in the series of 3 - 4 sounds (in selected and co-sound form) with its chroma identification, with analysis of each stimulus pattern [with closed focused form (till 1 - 2 octave ranges)
or open extensive form (above 1 octave range)]. The duration of each sound presentation is around 1-1.5 second.
Tables 4 and 6 in scheme 8. Conditions of tasks’ forms: 1 - with only accurate musical tones;
2 - without distractors presence; 3 - with double form of sound duration (1 and 3 seconds). In this task two chromas of 1 from 3 - 4 accurate music tones might be presented in 1 stimulus pattern of 3 - 4 pitch - frequencies.

VII. Tasks’ forms for grouped material of 3-4 labels with common (harmonic) presentation

Conditions the same as for task 6.2. in part «VI».

6.8. Methodological content of AP test varieties for string musical instruments’ scale.

The presented diagnostic material is included the single presentation of pitch-frequency from the string musical instrument’s scale range (table 9), and might be used to narrower scale range of woodwinds and brass music instruments, with taking into account its’ transposes function, i.e. the diagnostic pitch labels must be the same as at the sounding level. This also includes the double bass transposes to one octave down in the bass F clef, where the semitone label is preserved with numeral codes’ changing.

The psychometric structure’s content of AP includes three rules of reliable measurement on the music psychometry principles: 1. All 12 semitone labels’ presentation in every rank serial group, separated with the symbol ‘|’, (# as +, ♭ as –) that might be used as a group of diagnostic pitch variants for other musical instruments’ AP diagnosis.
2. Each group of 4 pitches has at least 1 element of consonance and dissonance relation between neighboring paired elements, with the 3rd variable element.
3. Each pair of two elements is presented in a different octave range (i.e. chroma type) for excluding the relative pitch recognition of neighboring pitch tones.

Selected ranks of 12 elements from presented diagnostic content might be taken for other instrument range scale with changing the numeral labels to their accurate octave registers. For the aim of psychometric diagnostic stability of the diagnostic content, the presented material might be realized twice (i.e. repeatedly) during one diagnostic session trial. It might be presented from a different location-place of the material content. Including the dynamic statement of AP as long-term working memory functional role with its condition by circadian practical activity (an analogy of foreign language use), the partially revealed changes due to the different activity level of daily using this function in longitude period are characterized by its structural nature properties.

Table 9. String music instruments’ pitch-frequency scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Music instrument</th>
<th>piano</th>
<th>harpsichord</th>
<th>harp</th>
<th>violin</th>
<th>viola</th>
<th>cello</th>
<th>double bass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch frequency scale</td>
<td>$C_1 \leftrightarrow B_7$</td>
<td>$F_1 \leftrightarrow F_6$</td>
<td>$C_2 \leftrightarrow G_7$</td>
<td>$G_3 \leftrightarrow G_7$</td>
<td>$C_3 \leftrightarrow D_6$</td>
<td>$C_2 \leftrightarrow A_5$</td>
<td>$E_1 \leftrightarrow B_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of musical tones</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time duration of AP test in minutes</td>
<td>~ 8.3 minutes</td>
<td>~ 6.1 minutes</td>
<td>~ 6.8 minutes</td>
<td>~ 5 minutes</td>
<td>~ 4 minutes</td>
<td>~ 4.5 minutes</td>
<td>~ 3.5 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MUSIC OCTAVE - LABEL EXPLANATION** data source: http://pages.mtu.edu/~suits/notefreqs.html (access on March 31st 2019)

$C_1 \leftrightarrow B_1 \rightarrow CONTRA$ octave with pitch frequency from 32.70 Hz to 61.74 Hz.
$C_2 \leftrightarrow B_2 \rightarrow BIG$ octave with pitch frequency from 65.41 Hz to 123.47 Hz.
$C_3 \leftrightarrow B_3 \rightarrow SMALL$ octave with pitch frequency from 130.81 Hz to 246.94 Hz.
$C_4 \leftrightarrow B_4 \rightarrow 1^{st}$ octave with pitch frequency from 261.63 Hz to 493.88 Hz.
$C_5 \leftrightarrow B_5 \rightarrow 2^{nd}$ octave with pitch frequency from 523.25 Hz to 987.77 Hz.
$C_6 \leftrightarrow B_6 \rightarrow 3^{rd}$ octave with pitch frequency from 1046.50 Hz to 1975.53 Hz.
$C_7 \leftrightarrow B_7 \rightarrow 4^{th}$ octave with pitch frequency from 2093 Hz to 3951.07 Hz.
The diagnostic material is valuable and psychometrically reliable for use with the matter of the natural sounding or electronic form of musical tone with its overtones sounding production. The time duration of each pattern’s presentation is 3 seconds, in the case of that time range for output sensorial aural unit production on neuronal level in scientific evidences in neuropsychological studies about time perception for aural receptor [231, 232, 233, 234, 283, 284, 285], with additional time of 3 seconds reserved for thinking processing, which are not limited by speed in standardized psychological tests. Therefore totally diagnostic measurement of 10 pitch-frequencies belongs for 1-minute duration, with an average of whole diagnostic content around from 3.5 minutes (double bass) to 8.5 minutes (piano). Diagnostic notation includes semitone label with its chroma number (i.e. octave register unit).

AP TEST CONTENT FOR PIANO [scale C\textsubscript{1} - B\textsubscript{7}]

\[ G^\# / A^\#: 2; \quad C^\#/ D^\#: 2; \quad E_5: \quad F_5: \quad A^\#/ B_5: \quad D_4: \quad A_6: \quad B_2: \quad C_5: \quad G_7: \quad D^\#/ E_7: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \]

\[ F_7: \quad C^\#/ D^\#: 3; \quad E_6: \quad A_4: \quad D^\#/ E_2: \quad C_3: \quad A^\#/ B_5: \quad B_6: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad D_7: \quad G^\#/ A_\#: \quad G_1: \]

\[ C_4: \quad F_2: \quad G^\#/ A_\#: 6; \quad A_3: \quad D_7: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad C^\#/ D_7: \quad E_4: \quad B_7: \quad G_3: \quad A^\#/ B_7: \quad D^\#/ E_3: \]

\[ D_2: \quad E_6: \quad B_1: \quad G_5: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad C^\#/ D_5: \quad A^\#/ B_2: \quad F_6: \quad D^\#/ E_7: \quad G^\#/ A_\#: \quad C_7: \quad A_1: \]

\[ E_5: \quad C_6: \quad G_2: \quad G^\#/ A_\#: 1; \quad D^\#/ E_6: \quad D_3: \quad A^\#/ B_6: \quad F_1: \quad B_5: \quad C^\#/ D_2: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad A_3: \]

\[ G_6: \quad C_2: \quad D^\#/ E_3: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad F_4: \quad C^\#/ D_6: \quad A_2: \quad E_7: \quad A^\#/ B_4: \quad D_5: \quad G^\#/ A_\#: \quad B_4: \]

\[ F^\#/ G_\#: \quad A_7: \quad C_1: \quad F_5: \quad A^\#/ B_3: \quad D^\#/ E_4: \quad C^\#/ D_7: \quad G^\#/ A_\#: \quad E_2: \quad G_4: \quad D_6: \quad B_3: \]

AP TEST CONTENT FOR HARPSCICHORD [scale F\textsubscript{1} - F\textsubscript{5}]

\[ D^\#/ E_2: \quad D_6: \quad A^\#/ B_5: \quad F_5: \quad B_4: \quad C^\#/ D_2: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad A_5: \quad E_4: \quad C_6: \quad G_4: \quad G^\#/ A_3: \]

\[ F_2: \quad C^\#/ D_3: \quad D^\#/ E_2: \quad A_4: \quad E_6: \quad C_3: \quad A^\#/ B_4: \quad F_6: \quad B_2: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad D_1: \quad G^\#/ A_1: \]

\[ G_2: \quad C_4: \quad F_1: \quad G^\#/ A_2: \quad A_4: \quad D_2: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad C^\#/ D_6: \quad E_5: \quad B_3: \quad G_1: \quad A^\#/ B_3: \quad D^\#/ E_6: \]

\[ D_4: \quad E_2: \quad B_1: \quad G_5: \quad F^\#/ G_\#: \quad A^\#/ B_2: \quad F_4: \quad C^\#/ D_5: \quad D^\#/ E_3: \quad G^\#/ A_4: \quad C_2: \quad A_5: \]

\[ E_3: \quad C_5: \quad G_4: \quad G^\#/ A_3: \quad D^\#/ E_4: \quad D_5: \quad A^\#/ B_1: \quad A_2: \quad B_5: \quad C^\#/ D_4: \quad F^\#/ G_2: \quad F_3: \]

AP TEST CONTENT FOR HARP [scale C\textsubscript{2} - G\textsubscript{7}]

\[ G^\#/ A_2: \quad C^\#/ D_6: \quad E_4: \quad F_7: \quad A^\#/ B_2: \quad D_5: \quad A_3: \quad B_4: \quad C_5: \quad G_3: \quad D^\#/ E_7: \quad F^\#/ G_2: \]

\[ F_3: \quad C^\#/ D_4: \quad E_6: \quad A_2: \quad D^\#/ E_3: \quad C_2: \quad A^\#/ B_4: \quad B_3: \quad F^\#/ G_6: \quad D_3: \quad G^\#/ A_6: \quad G_2: \]

\[ C_4: \quad F_2: \quad G^\#/ A_3: \quad A_6: \quad D_2: \quad F^\#/ G_3: \quad C^\#/ D_2: \quad E_5: \quad B_2: \quad G_7: \quad A^\#/ B_3: \quad D^\#/ E_6: \]

\[ D_4: \quad E_2: \quad B_6: \quad G_5: \quad F^\#/ G_4: \quad C^\#/ D_7: \quad A^\#/ B_5: \quad F_6: \quad D^\#/ E_3: \quad G^\#/ A_4: \quad C_3: \quad A_5: \]

\[ E_3: \quad C_7: \quad G_6: \quad G^\#/ A_5: \quad D^\#/ E_4: \quad D_7: \quad A^\#/ B_6: \quad F_4: \quad B_5: \quad C^\#/ D_3: \quad F^\#/ G_7: \quad A_4: \]

\[ D^\#/ E_2: \quad D_6: \quad G_4: \quad E_7: \quad F^\#/ G_5: \quad C_6: \quad F_5: \quad C^\#/ D_5: \]

AP TEST CONTENT FOR VIOLIN [scale G\textsubscript{3} - G\textsubscript{7}]

\[ F_5: \quad C^\#/ D_4: \quad E_7: \quad A_4: \quad D^\#/ E_3: \quad C_4: \quad G_3: \quad A^\#/ B_6: \quad B_5: \quad F^\#/ G_6: \quad D_7: \quad G^\#/ A_4: \]

\[ D_6: \quad E_4: \quad B_3: \quad G_7: \quad F^\#/ G_4: \quad C^\#/ D_6: \quad A^\#/ B_3: \quad F_4: \quad G^\#/ A_6: \quad D^\#/ E_7: \quad C_6: \quad A_3: \]

\[ E_5: \quad C_7: \quad G_5: \quad D^\#/ E_6: \quad G^\#/ A_3: \quad D_5: \quad A^\#/ B_4: \quad F_6: \quad B_2: \quad C^\#/ D_5: \quad F^\#/ G_7: \quad A_5: \]

\[ G_6: \quad D^\#/ E_4: \quad F^\#/ G_5: \quad B_6: \quad F_7: \quad D_4: \quad A_6: \quad C_5: \quad C^\#/ D_7: \quad G^\#/ A_5: \quad E_6: \quad A^\#/ B_5: \quad G_4: \]
6.9. The direction of future optimization of AP acquisition technology during empirical studies of AP nature

Neuroscientific evidence of cognitive and executive functions with neurobiological studies about the metabolic background of memory processes, especially of such neurotransmitters as acetylcholine, dopamine, norepinephrine, glutamate and glycine, allow looking for memory development optimization during empirical measurement with including the: 1. Regulation by the nutrition adapted to the circadian rhythms of memory processing. 2. Stages and role of memory during the sleep stage, with the possibility of targeted directional management of memory resources before falling asleep and after waking up. The mnemonic techniques known in cognitive psychology for semantic material processing with its executive using during circadian cognitive activity might be improved or more effectively adapted to AP processing mechanisms with taking into account neurobiological backgrounds of principles of memory functioning. Additionally, contemporary methods of cognitive functions’ behavioral neurorehabilitation (of non-expensive practical costs) with the separation of stimulation and regenerative - compensatory rehabilitation for the separate components of human’s cognitive sphere’s processes, are bringing and delivering a new look for the diagnostic - training approach of human’s cognitive control regulation. Separate scientific searching for saving the time resources for memory functions’ development should be done in empirical memory studies’ mechanisms, with taking into account the nature of memorizing and forgetting on the biological basis, observed during the human’s learning the alphabet of any new linguistic system, to which AP has belonged certainly as music language.
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